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The Political Aspirations of the Polish Nation.

The political gool of all the Poles is the re-establishment

of a completely ширь-нём and free Polish State, under one, indi-

visible government elected by the m tion on the basis of free

auth-algo exercised by all adult citizens without discrimination

because of sex, birth, religion or financial station. The territory

of the Polish State ought to include all the portions of the former

Commonwealth of Poland, which was the first federal state in the

world, formed through voluntary union based on the covenants of

lublin snd Hodziacz, of the Polish, the Lithuanian and the Ruthenian

(Ukrainian) nations. As a point of departure must serve the fron-
-_

tiers as they were in 1772 with a rectification which would take in-
  

to consideration requirements of politice-legal nature, viz., that

every nation should be free to decide on its form of government and

its political allegiance. As far as the Polish question is concern-

ed, this rectification means in practice, on the one hand the add-

ing to the Polish am“ of the e;:ennally Polish provinces ofQyper

 

and Lower Silesia mdo' Ртивцдп Мавпи. which did not form cart 
of Polish territory in 1772 and on „ће och-r hund.he grunting си

** © wienie szpar wewethe Lithuanian ndth Ukramiun nationsof the right to on]-net
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We are ir e posse eienof a sol—mn declaration of all Poli-h

political parties of Way 22, 1917, on the subject in question-«'

 

The International Impel-tweeter vm Polish Question.
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sil international complications and disturbances dating back to the

end of the XVIII century, that ie to the dismenberment of the Common-

wealth of Poland.

It is superfluous to repest in this conre ction the old and well

known fact that the dismenberment of Poland became the basis for the

excessive growth of tl power of Russia and ofPrussia. The rapacious

but peer, diminutive Prussian Duchy, borely existing on the sandy

Prandenburgian soil grew to te a world power on the Polish coal,

mined in the Silesian basin andthe forcible labor and sweat of Pol-

ish people,. Russia, through occupying Polish territory entered the

family of European nitions, bringing into the latter at the same time

the demoralizing element of Asiatic despotism and caesoro-papiam,

The destruction by the absolutietio monarchies of Poland, the

only parliamentary body politic on the continent of Europe, a state

which as early as the XV century put into effect the principle of

habeas corpus (the Polish legal formula read as follows: "neminem

captivabimus nisi jure victum") combined once for all the cause of

the re-establishment of Poland with the cause of the triumph of de-

mocracy throughout Europe. Hence the publicity of all Polish reve-

lutions with the successive stages of the triumph of the principle

of democracy, beginning with the ware of the Great French Revolution

way down to the present intervention of the United States, The reve-

   lution of Kesciuszke saved France from defeat at the hands of a од мо

зилР
armies from the western to the eastern front. The Polish

 

   

coalition of emperors and kings by diverting Prussian and Russi

in 1830 frustrated the armed intervention of Russia against France,
  

  here the lst Pourbon King has been deprived of his throne and con-   

  

\&titut ional government introduced. In 1846, through the revolution

If  
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of Cracow under the dictatership of Tyssowski, who subsequently

died as a United States citizen in Washington D. G., Poland insugr

urated in Europe the so-culled "Spring of Peoples". In 1863, the

defeat of the Polish revolution (e equivalent to the increase of

the power of Prussia and is the intorduction to the debacle of

France in 1870-1871. The shorsightedness and selfishness of Brit-

ish diplomacy, which in 1863 sided with Prussia and Russia against

Poland and France, paved the way for the terrible year 1914. (See:

Confidential Correspondence of British Governient respecting the

insurrection in Poland: 1863, edited by Tytus Dilipowiez, Pariîyc

   

 

  

Librairie H. LeSeudier, 1914). /

Every time that central and eastern Europe is shaken by ;;Зїыї

the Polish question comes to the surface again and again. Then

the existence of Poland and of the Poles is remembered even by those

who in times of peace forget that fact themselves and forbid others

to write and speak about it. 1t suffices to recall the times of

Napoleonic wars when the existence of such a thing as Poland was

 
suddenly remembered by the very same three powers, which but a few

years ago pledged themselves mutually not only not to mention the

name of Poland but even to eliminate this term from the vocabulary.

As soon, however, as the Poles organized the Polish Legions in

order to join the eastward march of the French Revolution and to

"proceed from Italy to Poland" and as soon as the victorious French

and Polish-arms established, on a portion of the territory of the

former Commonwealth of Poland, a nycleous of resurrecting Poland-
  

 

_____ the Grand Duchy of Warsaw», Alexander 1 suddenly developed &?”

PILSUDSKI
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dent desire for reconstructing Poland, of course under his suzer-

ainty. This ardent desire, however, did not prevent him from

MP
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cynically betraying the Poles, within less than two weeks after the

Polish-Russian conferences at Pulawy, in which participated also

Poles from the portion of Poland held by Prussia, whom Alexander 1

incited to a revolution against the latter and from turning over,

thus breaking his mos t solemn word of honor, which he pledged to

the Poles, the list of Poles from the Grand Duchy of Posnania, who

confided in him, to the King of Prussia. Even in this war the Ger-

mans, who but a few weeks before the outbreak of the present war

put into effect the first expropriations, pursuant to the law in-

tended for the cumplete depriving of the Poles of the possession

of the seil of their forefathers, bes ought themselves of the Pol-

ish question. The same was the case with the Russians who, immed-

ietely befo re the war deprived the Poles oftmt meagre handful of

liberties which the latter acquired during the revolution of 1805/
1906 and who, barely few months before the outbreak of hostilities,
dismissed from service of the Warsaw=Vienna Railway. all the Poles
employed by said railway for scores of years and replaced them by
Russian employees, imported from Russia proper, who were utterly
unfamiliar with railway service. As the result thereof the number
of accidente on this line increased ten times.

We beg to reiterate that the Polish question is not only a
question of an oppressed nation but is primarily a question of in=
ternational importance; the problem of losting peace in Europe de-
pends on the proper formulation and solution of the Polish question,

Lines along which the Polish Policy Proceeded Before andJuring the Ware

For many years prior to the outbreak of the present war, Pol-

 

ish statesmen were convinced of the fact that an international con-
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flict was bound to break out in the nesr future. A moment unique

since the time of the partitions of Poland was approaching: the

alliance concluded between the three partitioning powers over the

body of prestrated Poland wos to be broken for the first time in

over a century. A conflict of interests between Austria and Ger-

many on one side and Russia on the other side would thus arise at

least for the duration of the war, Poland was in the first place

confronted by the necessity of a decision whether she ought to take»

an active part in the coming war or whether she should humbly wait

far what others will decide as to her destiny,. In case the decision

went in favor of s policy of action it remained to be decided a-

gainst whom should Poland turn in this war,

This dilemma was the basis for the split in the Polish policy,}

split which prevails to this very moment and which is a turning

point of the present events, as we will endeaver to show on the %

following pages.

In this connection, however, we must protest energetically

against the argument spread broadcastly by the opponents of inde-

pendence for Poland, that the split in the Polish policy in the pret

sent war is a proof of Éqlnnd'l unfitness for independent political

life. This argument is a favorite commonplace indulged in freely by

the Prussian government and until late also by the government ofthe

Tear, 1t is being readily repeated by Fritiszh statesmen, including

Mr. Balf cur. There obtain in Poland the same conditions which pre-

vail in western Europe. The political parties are based on conflict

  

 

‘ing economic interests. In Poland, just as in the rest of Europe\ :

e reactionary party is extremely powerful. The Prussian Junker

% /class corresponds to the Pritish Lords, to the Hungarian Magnates

340  
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and to the anti-democratic parties in Poland. The latter dreaded the

growth of democratic institutions in an independent Poland. The

form of government as it prevailed in Rusia correspended to Shai:

social views and'o their interests, ln exchange for a certain de-

gree of extension of national rimhts, perticularly with regard to +

of urban and rural municipalities, they were willing to forego in-

sisting on independence and to agree to a pormanent union with

Ruzuia'of theTsars, which was the bulwark of reaction in Europe,

Besides, they had the Śaukxng of a very generally accepted, though

fundamentally wrong theory, that the separation of Poland from Russia,

would completely ruin the Polish industry. The diversity of the

decision as to the direction of Polish policy dur ing the war was the

natural result of the disparity of economic interest; of certulg

classes of the Polish nation and of their political opinions. The

United States was far from proving their unfitness for independent

political life by the fact that at the turning point of its history

it had a Tory party, which mas decidedly opposed to revolution. The

partisans of Creat Britain in Washington's days correspond in full

to the Polish Russophiles in the days of Pilsndsid. The rgprcztnt-

atives of the party, which was very unjuetly called pre-Ally be-

cause of a certain community of interests during the war, steadily

opposed in the Russian Duma the principles of: zeneral suffrage as

contained in the plan for the home-rule for the City of Warsaw, ete.

Members of the Duma hailing from the political party in question,

the dissolution of the first Duma. We should remember that because >^

£ the disparity of opinions entertained by the people E;:ţhA United
& /+ /
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States and by the government of the Tsar on the subject of civic

rights, it was utterly impossible for the United States Government

to ally itself with Russia. The outbreak ofthe revolution in Russia

and the downfall of her absolutistic regime at once removed all the

obstacles and wnr agsinst Germany was declared.

No wonder therefore that in Poland also the policy proceeded

along two different lines. The Conservative Party, however, did not

declare itself openly na a partisan of Russia. Outwardly said party

assumed the character of neutrality ond centered sll its efforts on

counteracting the idea of a policy ofaction on the part of the Pol-

ich nation in the present war. 1t combated in the first place the

Polish military schools that were being secretly organized in the

Kingdom of Poland and in Galicia, thesame schools in which were

trained the excellent officers of the Polish-Legions. The Conser-

vative Party opposed the idea of Polish preparadness. They pushed

their policy of destroying the idea of sction on the part of the

Polish nation so far that the same Polish statesmen from the party

in question, who two months prior to the outbreak of the war, at a

secret mecting in the house of Mr. Thaddeus Cienski st Pieniaki in

Galicia decided to side with Russia in case of wor, voluntarily

joined when the war actually broke out the anti-Russian Supreme Na-

tional Committee (Naczelny Kemitet Narodowy) which was organizing

Polish Legions against Russia only for the purpose of introducing

elements of disorgaization into the ssid committee, They succeeded

in destroying the so-called astern Legion. As sson as Lwow was

   

' occupied by the Russian armies they openly sided with Russia an ЁЁ
-

when the Russians had to abandon Lwow they departed for Petrograd,

  

)a Moscow and London. These men filed a provest against the recognition

\„/of the independence of the Kingdom of Poland by the Central Powers. ®"

 



Secondly, Russia had prabbe fifths of the territory of

  

+8»

The Progressive Party had no need of hiding its policy for the

game reasons for which the Gonservalive Party hod to don the mask of .

neutrality. Every family in Poland had too many bloody and terrible

memories that it could have been possible for Polsnd to side with Ru

Russia, contrary to the national tradition. Beside the notional sen-

timent, the political wisdom spoke in favor of siding againet Russia.

In theWe the prtisans of a policy of action among

the Poles knew very well that Russia, because of lock of communica-

tion facilities, because of the immense corruption prevailing in the

BRusgian bureaucracy end in perticular in the commissary deportment

of the army, because of the lack of factories producing arms and 4

ammunition, becouse of the bockweroness of her industry, agriculture

and social organization and laet but noi least because of the illit-

eracy of her masses must suffer a defeat at the hands of Germany and

Austria. On the Western front, according to Polish military experta

Germany would not be able to overthrow Great Britain and France and

a draw would be the result, Of course, the most advantageows com-

bination for the Poles would be a defeat of Russis at the hands of

Germany and Austria and at the same timo a defeat of germany on the

Western front. Without the assistance of the United States, how-
caves

ever, this resilt could not be anticipated,

the former Commonwealth of Poland. The former frontier line of Po-

land, the rivers Dvine and Dniep@i# is at the some time the strategią

frontier between the Hast and the West. It wag a mistake on the

part of Napoleon to have crossed this line contrary to the antigelo!

Polish generals. It would be a mistake on the part of the Gex-rgart: ~
  
4
~

if they should fail to reach this line, The struggle between Po- |

333 |
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land and Russia for the possession of this frontier line lasted for

four hundred years. The union between Poland, Lithuania and Ruthen-

ia had among others also & very deep strategie reason,. This is still

the gase and for this reason the question of re-establishing of a

Polish}Lithuanion-Ruthenian federstion is one of the conditions of

a lasting peace, The less of the Dvina-Dnisper line brought to Po-

land the loss of her independence. In order, therefore, to safe-

guard their own interests the Cermens had to push the Russians be-

hind this line. The annexation, however, of these immense territor-

ies, twice the size of the German Empire would deprive Germany of

the greatest source of her power, viz., of her nelionsl uniformity.

The opposition made by the conquered peoples would have a very

great importence; together with the German sociclists these conquer-

ed peoples could paralyze and finally overthrow the rule of the

Hohenzollerns. lt is a wrong policy to attribute stupidity or

suicidal intentions to on sdversary. lt was, therefore, obvious that

the Germans will hove to push the Tussians behing the line of the

Dvina-Dnieper rivers but that they will not at the same time annex

these territories notwithstanding the fact that there would be found

in Germany a number of elements favoring annexation,. Ihe only way

out of the tangle was therefore the re-establishment of Poland and

Lithuania. The act of November 5) 1916 and the organization of a se-

parate government for Lithuania is the beet proof that Polish states-

men of the Progressive Party were not mistaken in their anticipations.

1t was, of course, in the interest of Germany to hold the liberated |

territories in a condition of greatest possible dependence from

„many. On the other hand, however, this dependence could change
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The strength, however, is best developed in struggle. For this

reason the partisans of a policy of action on the part of the Po-

lish nation put no confidence in the mendacious promises held out

by the Tear'ts government, which was doomed to fall sooner or later.

They were confirmed in their belief that the manifesto of the

Grand Duke was nothing but a conscious fraud, which was synchronous

with the decree of the Russian censor's office, prohibiting the news#e

papers from commenting on and discussing the Polish question. A+ the

same time the French Government forbade the presa in France to write

on the subject of the independence of Poland, The Poles were soon

informed of an agreement made between Russia, France and Great Bri-

cură“'W'WWWWW“MM…m/mwmw………………..…H..……M,W………
tain to that effect that the Polish question is to be excluded as an

auenellelia ceieilllcela

internal problem 6f Russia from the program of the discussions of

the peace congress. . What onthe other hand the Poles could expect

from the Tsar's Government was beet demonstrated by the rule of

  

 

 

  

Count Bobrinsky in that portion of Galicia, which was occupied by

the Russians. For this reason the Polish nation rose in arms again-

st the Tear and sent into battle its best sons, the Polish-Lez ions.

The Polish nation has prepared iteelf through continued battle for i

independent political life; since November 5, 1916, the Poles in the

Kingdom of Poland, deprived by Russia of all elements of political

existence hove been schooled in the silent and exasperated struggle

with Germany for the realisation of full political independence.

The third argument which prompted the Polish statesmen to side

against Russia wos the conviction, besed on intimate knowledge of

the economic, political and dynastic tendencies in Germany and i

Austria, that there is a deep antagonism between these two a ta F4 &.

Al a recgult thereof there wos added a new feature to the policy of

 

a ex -
/7& Polend, viz., hostility against Germany besides the hostility again-5 77 773> a+
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st Russia and an alliance with Austria against Germany,

A policy thus conceived has been puț into effect. It became

the source of the nations' strength end celf-consciousness. 1%

не same time, While the policy

 

protected conquered and educated a

of the Polish reactionaries was not able to obtain from Russia aryś

thing except empty and hazy promises thet Russia would not forsake

Poland after the war and while the Alliss in their reply to the note

cf President Wilson on January 10, 1917, succedded only to refer to

the promises held out to Poland by the Tsar, the policy of the Pro-

gressive Party has very material achievements to its credit, vis.,

the Polish Legions, o Polish Army, the independence of the Kingdom

of Poland and through the latter a seat and voice at the coming

peace congress, and finally the proclamation made latterly in

Uracow and in Vienna by the Polich Parliamentary Club of the Diet,

of the independence of entire, united Poland with access Lo the sea,

This proclamation was made with the tacit consent of Austria to the

separation from the letter of Galicia and of Silesia. The opposi-

tion on the part of the Polish Parliumentary Club of the Vienna

Reich@rath, opposition lead by one of the present originators of

the policy of independence, Ignace Deszynski, became one of the

contributory causes of the present crisis in Germany connected with

the chancellorship of the Gorman Empire, crisis which was undoubt-

edly inspired and directed by Austria. Thus, Austria beczuse of

her friendliness to thecause of Poland is emancipoting herself from

influence upon the course of syents.

  The struggle conducted by the Provisional Council of Stat

_Wareaw on the subject of the putting into effect of the act of the

;Ęndependence of Poland of November 5, 1916 and the clear and deter-  

 
E

Èìninate policy of the Polish Parliamentary Club in the Vienna - 246)
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together with the revolution in Russia, brought the

question of Poland to a critical point.

The first goal of the policy of the Independence Party has

already been reached. There are no longer any Russian urmies in

that part of the former Commonwealth of Poland thot was grabbed and

held by Russia. Teardom fell endthe Russian Republic recognised

the independence of Poland.

The independence Party is confronted by the task of liberat-

ing the Polish territories from the Germana. This task is both

exceedingly hard and dangerous, Political liberution, which would

inaugurate a new era in Europe, cannot be the subject of frivolous

projects.

That this critical point should be taken advantage of for the,;

$ : benefit of democracy und of liberty depends al present only and ве-

ì lely on the United States of America. What has been started by &

notion in bondage for now over a hundred years but still weighing

heavily on the future destiny of Europe mud able to conduct its own

policy, exceedingly intricate and subject to most unfavorable con-

ditions, should be secomplished and brought to a happy solution by

the most powerful nation at the present time, a notion which was

born out of a struggle for independence and freedom.

Hitherto Russia, Vrunce, Great Brita in and Germany promised
=> d

and announced that theywill solve the Polish question without the сонаWiieen nnn ___
cooeration of the Poles. The democratic United States :::-одышка,:

- - 2
principle,.that the peoples shoulsé themselveson the| ' 2 3)

questionof theirrespective девиц? and of their kptîìblfttical alleg-""
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the Poles themsèlvel.

 

land Jointly

With this firm conviction the Polish National Defense Committee

addresses itself to the Government of the United States.

The Polish National Defense Committee in the United States.

Before discussing, however, the points of our petetion, we deem

it necessary to say a few words in our behalf,.

Our organisation orginated on December 16, 1912 at a conven-

tion of all Polish organizations in the United States without excep-

tièn, which was held in Pittsburgh, Pa. There nrrived at that time

from Poland the news of the organization of a Committee of Gonfed=

erated Polish Independence Parties, which made it its object to

consolidate the Polish policy in view of the then impending world

war and to perfect the technical preparations for an active partici«

petion of thv'Pnlea in this war for the purpose of regaining in-

dependence for Polond. At this convention, after the address of the

undersigned, Alexander Dembeki, confidential agent of the Polish

Independence Party, who explained the objects and the aspirations

of the Poles in Europe, the ao-muther of the present memorandum,

Brenislay 2. Kulakoweki a delegate of the Alliance of Active Struggle

(Zwiazek Walki Czynnej), A Polish military organization, preśente

  

the following resolution: Î
3
z  

"In view of the fact that we recognise the duty of соора.

with cut native land in any action, having for its object the restituś!

tion of political independence to Poland, we deem it proper and re-
solve to organize a Polish National Defense Committee on the basis
of a resolution passed by the National Convention of the represen-
tatives of Polish organizations and of the Polish press, on the six-
teenth day of December, 1918 in the City of Pittsburgh, State of
Pennsylvanian to wit:

The representatives of allRolish organizations and societies

in the United States of America in convention assembled in the City

f Pittsburgh, on December 16, 1918 unanimously passed the following

solution;

38  
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Separated by thousands of miles from Polsnd and unable to take

an active part in the nations's policy we herewith submit uncondit:ic-

nally to the dictates of the Confederated Independence Parties of

Poland, represented by their respective delegates at a convention in

Zakopane ix e Fall of 1912 and forming at the present time the

Polish Military Ireasury (Polski Skarb Wojskowy). in accordance with

the political orientation as established previously in Poland by the

aforementioned parties, w esolve to ort with all cur power the

revolutionary movement ag at Russia, › greatest enemy of Poland,

the champion of 312081 berbariśm and ignor=

ance as well as mnent gendarme clutism in Europe.

o te oble to render this assistance we resolve to

 

  

   

  
      

 

  

 In order b

organize the Polish National Defense Committee. Long live the armed

struggle, longlive liberty, long live the Independent Commonwealth

of Poland."

The above reuorütion has been passed by acclamation and sworn

 

to by all the Polish organizations in the United States. Several

Polish organizations, however, &sw fit later on to abandon the prin-

ciples as set forth in their resolution, Those, however, who to this

very day stand by the Polish National Defense Committee are of the

pinion, just as they were of old, that in the first place, Polish

policy can only be directed by the Poles in Poland, and thet the

Poles who emigrated to foreign countries have no right whatsoever to

impose upon Poland and in particular against the latter's knowledge

and coneant, any policy and still legs have they the right to form

usurpatory governments and conclude alliances; and secondly, that in

accordance with the above principle they have the duty of counter»

acting all attempts at settling the Polish question without the co-

operation of Poland herself and that they muet direct all their

autivitics :Uflardslthe establishing of relations between the

ments ofłnailcna friendly disposed for Poland und the mtional author-

ities in Poland. The entire outward activity of the Polish Nationtl

   

Defense Committee, beginning with the action in behalf of the

  

а% S
ief for the starving population of Poland and the memeradum subm ętśj/

in May 1916 to Hon. Robert Lansing, Secretary of State of the United

  
29 York

  

States and to all Ambęjgudars accredited with the United States Gov-

39  
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ernment at Washington and ending with the petition to President

Wilson in re continuation in office of the United States Consul in

Warsaw, notwithstanding the breaking off of the diplomatic rela-

tions between the United States and the German Empire, had the

above mentioned principles as its object.

In Re Unitéd States Agent for Polish MeSters.

The immediate object of our endeavors is the appointment by

the Government of the United States of a special agent for Polish

matters whose task would be the establishing of direct relations

between the United States and the nucleous of the National Govern-

ment of Poland, the Council of State in Warsaw and the Polish Par-

lismentary Club in Vienna or such groups or organizations in Poland

which would be able to act in the name of the above mentioned bodies.

We are of the cpinion, thet such an understanding must by al;

means precede any action in regard to Poland on the pert of the

Allies. Poland has a perfect confidence in the United States.

President Wilson wos the only one ff the representatives of all the

nations to formulate clearly and plainly the opinion of the American.

nation with regard to Poland; he was the only one to proclaim, with-

out any opportunistic consideration, the complete independence and

liberty of Poland as a condition sine que non of a lasting peace.

      
The armed force of Poland might decide the fate of

   

   

   

Poland, however, will not permit to be used for purposes which sr

   
œeign to herinterests. She Will negotiate only wi

in which she has absolute confidence, whose certificate of bil

immortel Declaration of Independence she is acquainted with ond why

recent act of liberating Cuba she well remombers. As a contrast tot

the American attitude with regard to the question of Poland we beg
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to quote tk opinion of an English writer as to the point of view of

all the European powers, without exception on the Polish cause:

"At present the tendency of all belligerents is to think of the
Poles simply as a source of 1 -power, whic may yield two million
bayonets. The Polish Question means for the "Powers"simply the dis-
tribution of these beyonets in the future military balance of Europe
We shall not "crush militarism" while we submit to this way of think-
ing. The Poles must settle their own destinies, and the only policy
worthy of Tiberal Powers would be to insist that they shall have lib-
erty to choose freely". (From "ALeague of Nations" by Henry Noel
Freilsford, New York, The Macmillan Company, page 114-115.)

 

  

 

We are sure of the fact, that the interest of the Polish nation

proceeded ever since the dawn of Polish history along the lines of

democracy and of liberty. At all times and under the most dengerous

circumetances even the Poles fought in the defense of progress; the

motto of Pulaski that "wherever they fight for liberty is asif they

were fighting for Poland" remained to tris very day the motto of the

Polish nstion. But no one hss the right to send the Poles into

battle without the consent end an order to that effect ofthe Polish

nation and in vortieuler they do not possess this right who for the

three long years of the present war failed to estoblish any sincere

relations with the Polish cause, who:were not able to go beyond com-

morplaces but who never cessed to picture Polond as & "medley of na-

  

 

tienalities". Words will no longer suffice nor will be sufficient

the formatxofi of a Polish army in Frence after Polish soldiers were

tossed around end herded together with the robhle of the Foreign

Legion, after the censorship in Fronce prohibited to mention the in-
dependence cf Poland/

We understand perfectly that by now the Allies might have be-

 

might be willing now toenterin acco dence withBreilsford'swishes.

. 7come aware of the i ance of &&&‘Раё132дпаъіоп` d that thy,“№№ Ato nonnemnie ici сене:

zzao
upon the only proper roa „80excellently pointed out by him. The22004
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Allies, however, must reckon with the @iffidence of the Poles, diffi-

dence thc seed of which they have planted themselves.

In order to set matters right it is imperative that all nego-

tiations with irresponsible Polish groups abroad, with regard to ore

ganizing of vsurpatory Polish governments and exotic Polish armies

be discontinued and thet negotiations be conducted directlywith

 

only sincere friend, who enjoys the implicit confidence of Poland.

We must point our in this connection with full emphasis thet

&ll political parties in Poland are opposed to the Poles living

abroad in Hurope or in Europe or in the United States imposing any

influence on the course of the Polish notional policy. Twenty odd

millions of Poles of all classes of society living on their own

soil, hove undoubtedly more to say With regard tg Polish matters

than an insignificant number of emigrants, belonging to the in-

telligent classes of professionale und artista or sven a large hum-

ber of laborers, not possessing any real property and living abroad

only for the reason of earning higher wages. No Polish government

organized abroad, without the consent and the sanction of the Coun-

Gil of State at Warsaw, of the Polish Parliamentary Club in Vienna

or the Polish Parliamentary Club in Berlin, will be recognized in

Poland, and , it will always be considered in Poland as usurpatory,

For this reason such a government will be unable to mobilize the.
*

Polish forces and what is more, will insult the Polish папами/4
   

  

 

pride by ignoring the leading resident elements of the nation.

For the same reason we are „ppoeod to any attempts of organs ,
ing Polish armies оценив„of Polish territory without the sanction
Antennenent NRrengen mesopotamian
of the leadeading poxi’ianl badan in Poland, which are sharing the
2у mewmemes...

privati—[nl as inflicted ъ the shortage of food and the devastation
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caused by the war, with the entire nation. An srmy cen be organized

and fight only by order of a national government. In any other case

it is a negation of the idea of state, is at best nothing but a

"condottieri" institution and ie any event a negation of the prin-

ciple of democracy. For this son all attempts at organizing a

 

Polish army in Russia failed. The Polish soldiers in the Russian

army declared that they will await the orders of the governing

bodies of Poland. Equally the idea of a fallen ermy in France has

failed. Also here, in the United States, we opposed the formation

of & "Kosciuszke Army" on the ground that such an army would con-

stitute a negation of the state idea of Poland and of the United

States as well and we encouraged instead the Poles in this country

to enlist in the army of the United States,

Whot ghould Be Remembered.

The events of the European war did not fail to teach the Poles

a lesson, We sre familiar with and we remember the waste of blood

of the heroic Australian and Canddian regiments in Callipoli; we

knew the fate which befell Roumunia, we anticipate the fate of the

Salonica expedition.

We want @ strong, independent Poland and our efforte are dir-
eated towards reaching this goal. We will, however, not risk the
achievements purchased through the efforts of the entire Polish na-u » Ммщьжжшюмшшщтдшщ
 

tion.

уда "“vai—hd is facing a crucial moment of her history. She has under-
gone exfremely hard trials. Among the masses of the Polish people-

   

  

ik spreading the fear of the German power. The crumbling ofINSTITUTE, 3
RRCHIVESCTE

   
ussian front tends to indicate that the Germans will not find"  

check for their lust of conquest in a strong democratic Russia,

 233
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allied with Poland, Besides, the unoquivosal attitude of the Pro-

visional Russian Government, attitude which is hostile to the in-

dependence of Finland is likely to create among the Poles the suspi=

cion, that in the relstions between Poland and Russia we Poles

might suddenly encounter some suprises, which would shatter the

belief in the right of all nations to decide their own destinies,

right proclaimed by the Provisionsl Russion Government. The men-

tion that was made in the Russian proclamation, of a military union

between Russis and Poland ond the making of further steps in the

question of Poland dependent on the action of the Russian Gonsti-

tutional Assembly, are lisble to create suspicion that the future

relations between Russin and Poland might have just that kind of

 

 

e
+ing the security, hat the change thus produced will be a change

for the better and that Poland will not he abandoned at the

ical moment to her own fate as was Servia and that when finsily_

Assistance will be given, it will be given so that from some other

Salonica the_ rescuers will look at the grave of an entire people,.

The playing of the trump cord of 700,000 Polish soldiersin Russia ..

and of a certain number of Polish volunteers in France, without the

consent

and

the assistance of. the Poles E м, е н.

ofammunition

and

auselesssacrificeof

humon

life.

And still there never was a more favorable moment for unu?-“„J

 

ing into relationewith миша. . The Germans put Pilsudski, the first i

Pole since Kogciuszke, to en} oy the love of the entire nation under

 

Импи. In so far as credence can be given to despatches, the Cor-
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mans sucoseded temporarily, speculating with the fact of the Низа-

ian defeat, in persuading the opportunitistic, wealthy and therefore

less inclined to risk вишем} in the Gouncil of State, to agree to

a "military union" with Germeny or in other words to accept without

any losses such political status, as was proposed to Poland by the

Provisional Russjan Government in exchange for the Poles joining

an armed action against Germany. In case the Germans did actually

succeed in doing so, they spoiled their success by the arrest of

Pilsudzki; furthermore the Poles of Galicia. who exercise consider-

able influence upon the Austrian Government are antagonistic to the

Germans.

The arrival at Warsaw of Gount Adam Tarnowski, for the purpose

of forming a Polish cabinet tenda to show that Austr$ś is backing

the endeavore of Poland towards an emancipation from the influence

of Germany.

The Germans are perfectly weil aware of (he value and of the

importance of the potential strength of Poland. An agressive state

like Germany, proudly conscious of its own enormous power, by vir-

tue of which ii was able to withsiand so far the attack of nearly

the entire world, deemed it proper to change the policy of exter-

mination hitherto practised with regard to the Poles and by recog»

nizing the independence of the Kingdom of Poland placed the Polish

question on the basis of independent political existence.

In order to understand the value and the importance of the

Polish notion in the present war., we must in the first place ts

into consideration the moral and material ressources of the Polish

- ~Panna.

 

\ The Material Ressources of the Polish паи/92
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Out of atotal number of twenty five miliions of Poles (accord-

ing to Prof. Eugene Romer twenty eight millions), four millions

inhabit the Polish territory held by Prussia, five millions the

territory held by Austria, thirteen millions the portion of Poland

held by Russia, while the balance is scattered in America and in

other parts of the world.

Deducting the losses in killed and wounded there are still at

least 2000,000 Poles in the German army, 380,000 in the Austro=

Hungarian army and 700,000 in the Russian army. The number of re-

cruite in the Kingdom of Poland, who were not drafted into service

by Russia amounted to about 600,900, which number, under the pres-

ent ayntempf unrestricted recruiting as it is applied in the

third year of the war by Germany and France for instance, could be

increased to about one million men,

As the elimination of the Poles под the German army is im-

possible for the t ime being, owing to the Prussian system of forma-

tion and distribution of tactical unita, the Polish national policy

can dispose at present, for any action, taking also into considera-

tion the changes which occurred in Russia with regard to the rights

of nationalities, of the following numbers;

1. about one million of potential soldiers in the Kingdom of

Poland, with excellent skeleton formation consisting of the Polish

Legions, which hove a war experience of three years;

2. about 7.00.0065 of drilled soldiers in the Russian army, with

19,000 officers and 110 general officers, all Poles, who will obey

the orders of the legitimate Polish Government, which they Бач!

   

  

/ ”nu?! recognized in the Council of State of Warsaw; а
не / Ao I

AR hv /Fe
Kae 3. about 350,000 of Polish soldiers in the

L са  
army, with the necessary number of Polish officers of a grades,
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who will obey the dictates of the Polish Parliamentary Club of the

Vienna Reicherath.

This given in total about two millions of first clase soldiers.

1t should be borne in mind, that in the most hazardous attacks in

this war, the Germans, the Austrians and the Russians as well used

the Poles as the most daring and tenacious fighters, Ihe first

attach of the Germans on Warsaw, was beaten back by Siberian regi-

ments, in which there were forty per cent. of Poles; the forta of

Douaumont and Vaux were taken by Landwehr troogîîîhe Polish prov-

inces of Posnania and Bilesia; the Ruesiane were sevorily beaten

at Kragnik by Galician regiments and the bravery of the Polish

Legions became legendary with both sides on the Eastern war theatre.

The Moral Ressourcesof the Polish Nation.

Under moral resources in the political sense, we understand

the national unity and the comprehension of the importance of in=

dependence to national life. The attachment of the Poles to their

nationality became proverbial. The persecution of the Poles by the

Prussians. and the Russians not only foiled to break the national

spirit but on the contrary produced a national mysticism, The

theory that Poland is the Christ of not ens; who by his martyrdom

will redeem the sins of mankind canmitted through oppression and

violence, as proclaimed by Polish poets and philosophers, is gener-

ally known,

The present war, in which for the first time since the parti-

  tions of Poland, the portitioning powers came to blows betw

themselves, convinced the Poles, that only in this war

gain their independence. To their ottachment to their nationality,
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which is rather an element of defense, there was added an agressive

element, viz., the tendency to take advantage of the unique moment

in the world's history for the purpose of re-establishing an inde-

»pendent Polish state. The proclamation of the Central Powers of

November 5, 1916, although it foiled to satisfy the Poles in full,

strenghtened materially the party advocating a policy of action.

The very moment that ”“;—““+ whe most systematically endeavored ti
-

denationalize the Poles, had to abandon the traditional Bismarckian
пили

theory, that an independent Poland would mean the downfall ofAeosc
Prussin as a 'world powe
eeieoe

o

eroeneverenegnznenionesean
the Poles saw another proof of the cor ectness of their

Атм.

 

ortisans of an n
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re policy on the      
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ough the recognition of the Kingdom of Pol
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Жёё‘йпмпъ political entity by the Central Powers, the Poles have

acquired the right to be represented and toraise the ir voice at tue

the coming pesce congress, a right which wae denied to them hither-

to by the Allies, becouse Great Britain and France pledged them»

selves to Russia not to recognize the Polish question as an inter-

national problem but merely as an internel problem of Russia. The
struggle between the Council of State of the Kingdom of Poland and
the German Government over the extension of the formets scope of

authority and over the definite putting into effect of the manifesto
of November 5, 1916, constitutes an excellent school of statesman=

ship for the Polśsh nat niwka latter's consciousness grown very
rapidly and the Prussians are getting aware of the fact that the re
is growing at their elbow a power with which they must reckon,. The
Polish nation already considers itself muster of the territory of
the Kingdom of Poland and insists in terms, which ars far fran be-
ing equivocal, upon the elimination of the Germana from cooperation

ЕЕ 
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in the administration of the territory occupied by their army. For

this very reason, the protest against the recognition of the inde-

pendence of the Kingdom of Poland by the Central Powers, protest

made by the reactionary parties of the Poles residing abroad, was

not only directly inconsistent with international law£ggg_£h:_r:îl_

the Ambazsa-orandum of the Polish NationałwaifeneewsfmmągM to th

dors of May 1916), inconsistent with the premises and the sacrifices

erą???него1Е?ТТ;“:} 1830-1231 but also directly harmful to the

Polish policy of action since it reduced materially, very such to

the benefit of Germany, the importance of this first victory of

the Polish policy of independence with regard to Germany and to

the international law as well.

1t must be emphasized that Germany decided upon the recognition

of the independence of the Kingdom of Poland not only because of the

obvious impossibility of absorbing and germanizing the Poles and be-

cause of the pressure of the politically constructive forces of the

Polish nat ion but also because Germany wanted to avoid a solution

much worse to herselg, viz., the ides of a trüikißm. ides much

advocated by Austria, consisting of a federal state formed by Aus-

tria, Hungary and Poland. Such a federal state would be without

doubt run by the Poles, who ever since the beginning of the con-

stitutional era exercised an immense influence upon the destinies

of Austria, saving her-in tim first place from financial disaster

by giving to Austria a series of brilliant ministers of finance

like Dunajewski, gllinuki, Korytowski and Zaleski.

кагу-Ројапа would assemble in their fold all Slay nations and would

 

aw the Balkan Penineula into its sphere of influence, thus puit 40
w y |ing into effect, after a lapse of three hundred years, the Jagell-"'J

onic idea of a Polish political statebody, based on a voluntary

union of nations, 1% is obvious that a dangerous empetitor would
339
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thus arise for Germany.

The la tter chose the lesser evil as for as her interests were

concerned and recognized the independence of the Kingdom of Poland,

which in accordance with international law was and is a subject of

the law of nations. The Poles took advantage of the situation;

they reconstructed the Polish public education completely ruined by

Russia, intnoduced Polish courts of justice, began to work on the

rebuilding of the country devastated by the war and at the same

time started the struggle with Germany on the subject of putting

forthwith into effe@t the fact of independence. The main point of

the struggle was the question of rendering the Polish army independ-

ent from German command. This struggle even lead to the arrest of

Joseph Pilsudzki, the man who built the army of Poland.

The Polish statesmen of Galpain on the other Rand raised again

the idea of uniting all Polish territories but not in union with

Austria-Hungary and on May 28, 1917, proclaimed in Cracow, s united
Poland with access to the sea. Any impartial observer cannot fail
to connect this exceedingly courageous and even risky step taken
by the Poles with енд address of President Wilson on Januery 22,
1917, which address was the first utterance since the beginning of
the war, made to the Poles and stating, thot Polend is not only an
object of barter and a reservoir of soldiers to fight for foreign
interests, but that she has beyond the seas a true and honest friend,
the United States of America. The demonstrations in honor of the
United States and of President Wilson corroborate the truth of our
statement,

Racagitulatiogà

The actual situation in Poland presents itself thèréforu as
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follows:

1. Poland has a supply of two millions of first class soldiers;

2. Poland will sacrifice this soldier-material only for the

make of Polish interests, that is for the purpose of re-establishing

a united and independent Poland;

3 3. Poland will sacrifice her supply of men only upon order

of the legitimate government, elected in Poland and not abroad;

4. Poland will attract to herself Austria and all Slay nations

For the purpose of putting into effect these changes in the

distribution of forces in Central Europe, the appointment and des-

patching to Europe of a diplomatic agent of the United States for

Polish matters cannot be dispensed with.

The appointment of such an agent is conforming with the legal

canception and the mrectice of the United States Government.

Precedents in the History of Diplomacy of the United States.

On June 18, 1849 upon order of the President of the United

States, Zachsry Taylor, Mr. s. Dudley Wann has been appointed

special agent "to inquire into the situation in Hungary". In the

instruction signed by the Secretary of State, Clayborn, we read as

follows:

"Should the new government prove to be, in your opinion, firmand stable,....... you might intimate, if you should see fit, that :the president would, in that event, be gratified to receive a dip-lomatic agent from Hungary to the United States by or before thenext mecting of Congress, and that he entertains no doubt whateverthat, in case her new government should prove to be firm and stablege: igdepandenoe would be speedily recognized by that enlightenedody,

    

  

The instruction, which has been handed to Wr, Mann, character- àture
i

уво /
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|

1868 him as a "special and confidential agent of the United завадNew York
"a=FE? Hungary" and in his annusl message President Taylor defined tte
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position of the United States with regard to an pppressed nation

fightening for its independence aa follows; «

"During the late conflict between Austria and Hungary thereseemed be a prospect that the latter might become an independentnation,. However faint that propect at the time appeared? 1 thoughtit my duty, in accordance with the general sentiment of the Americanpeople, who deeply sympathizes with the Мадјаг ра&т10%8, to stand prespared upon the contingency of the establishment by her of a per-manent government, to be the first to welcome independent Hungaryinto the family of nations. For this purpose 1 invested an agent,then in Europe, with the power to declare our willingnecs promptlyto recognize her independence in the event of her ability to sus-tain it."

The precedent as in the case with Hungery ie perfectly

sufficient as far as the legal basis for appointing an agent to the

revolutionary government is concerned. A8 we know, Austria pro-
tested against the mission of Mr. Dudley Mann to which protest the
Secretary of State, Daniel Webster mode his famous reply.

In the diplomatic conflict between the United States and Mex-
ico because of the appointment by the United States Government of
Mr. Alcee La Branche to the post of a diplomatie agent to Texas, the
Secretary of State, Wr. Foreyth defined the legal opinion offthe

   

Government of the United States as follows: m
Ils »"The independence of other nations has always been r U зthe United States as a question лутао: merely, .y FSR Ш *\

ow boyWith regard to the independence of Cuba, the United већа.?

  

have established an extremely important precedent; on December 7,
»1897, the Secretary of State, Richerd Glney recelved the aceredit=

ing papers from Wr. T. Estrada Palma, who cn lled himself the "author»
ized representative of the Cubans in arms,"

d a state in statu Hassendi than to go back to the instruction,
given on March 3, 1776 to Silas Deane of Connecticut
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"appear in France in the character of a merchant as the Court

of France may not like it should it be known publicly that any agent

from the Colonies is in that country, but to confide to Count of

Vergennes that he has come upon business of the American Congress."

We all know what momentous results had the fact that Fronce

was willing to listen to that "merchant" and also to his successor,

Benjamin Franklin, the father of the diplomacy of democzacy.,

P. V. G.

ALEXANOER DEBSKL,

BRONLSLAW D. KULAKOWSKI,

STANISLAW RAYZACHER

For the Polish National Defense
Committee,
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHTNGTON 21 August, 1917

ket[fs

My deer Wilder:

Т ћете your letter of August seventeenth with

its enclosures and will, of course, heve the pepers you

send me y_îîîîureîully \rev'ieyzwefîjh а

Thet is all I can say at present. I need not

ţii—l…???“ with whet sympethy I şpyrqşph eny questién‘ that;

touches upon the independence snd politicel future of

Радда. чо лены " * ihe.

 

In haste

Sincerely yours

(signed) WOODROW WILSON

Mr. Nilliem R. Wilder,

45 Ceder Street

New York City.
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pt “шиоывшіж’щ е i №677fRo lХf/àThe daily papers have informed us that during th m
session of Congress a resolution will be introduced suggesting the
declaration of war on Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey by the
United States of America.

The Polish National Defense Committee in the certsinty that
this step on its part will meet with due understanding, and basing
its standpoint on an accurate knowledge of Euronean conditions, takes
the liberty of presenting the following notes in this matter for con-

sideration.
Above all we state as points recuiring no proofs that

І) the greatest enemy of Democracy in Europe is Prussia,
2) Prussia is the greatest enemy of a Poland, indepenednt,united
and with access to the sea,
5) the weakeninzof Prussia is a sine qua non for the victory of
Democracy over Autocracy.
earing the above points in mind becomes obvious that no means of
weekeninz Prussia should be neglected. Apart from military action,
political setion cannot be over-looked which may drive a wedge
between Prussia and the other Central Powers. All with the
exception of the United States sre wezin: war acainst the whole group
of the Allied Powers, end for this reason ## they cannot make
‘ull use of the different political mediums to help them slong»
e consider that the fact that the United States is at war solely
with Jermany makes it vossible for the United States of America to
conduct a broad-minded and far-sizhted policy with regyard to its

| relations with Austria-Hungery and with Bulzaria; the declaration
| of war against these powers would on the other hand, make nevooia-

| tions intended to detoch Germany 's
| allies from her slmost if not quite impossible. This policy of

isolation could be excellently cerried out by the United States
with the assistance of the Poles, thanks to the faith and zrateful

| friendship w# which animetes the Poles with regard to the United
States of America.

The position of the Polish nation in this war
and especially at the pr sent time, is exceptional, and jt would be
mekinz a blunder to fail to take advangtage of the situation.

- Polish Statesmen proceedin: after the assurance of the inde-
nendrnce of the former Russian partition to the second stage of the
ficht for independence, namely to the freeing of the Austrien and
;erman partitions and their union into a whole to make en independ-
ent Poland, have before them two undertakings cach of a different
nature. Firstly looking upon Prussia as the greatest enemy N
they possess they must above all turn their policy against Prussia

- end Austria and so make certain of obtainin: a voice in the condu
of Austrian policies. îhe antagonism existinz between Austria and
Jermany is toofwell - known to demand proof, for in spite of the
present alliance between these tw. powers, the memory of Sadowa has
not yet left the Austrians. The careless treatment of the Austrian
officers by the Prussian officers accompanied by their typical
Prussien brutality make the Austriens feel at every turn that they

- bossess an army which is known but for its defeats: this has caused
тег: disheartenment and jealousy. The absolute dependence of Austria
pon Prussia from an economical as well as from s political point of
few tocathen witn tha admite ma 24... . .. аьд1 
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“littel—EurOpaï' have turned the manufacturinz and merchant classes
in Austria against Gergang. It should be borne in mind likewise thatbesides this factor there is another one, not really economical, but
not less important in the policies of the states of Europe, and that
is the dynestic ambition of the Hapsburgs who have felt the encroach=ments of the'par-venuz! Hohenzollerng family since the year 1866.
The energetic nature and independent character of the prsent Emperorof Austria Charles I. should be kept in mind also. Thus appear
the relations of the two powers, Austria and Germany. It should be
possible to multiply this antagonism many times in its intensity,
when the fact is taken under consideration that the German element
in Austria is but en insignificant one, and that on the other hand
it is composed decidedly more of Slavonic elements, full of hatred
for Germany and especially for Prussia.

The slavonie nations of Austria and in the Balkans could
not conduct a uniform policy up to the present as a result of the
Russian policy for the extermination of the P oles. The Bohemians
and the Slovacks and other nations too expected freedom from the hands
of Russia; the Poles knew however that Russia in th event of victory
over Austria wouldf/f immediately endeavour to deprive the Poles
of even those liberties which they had ehjoyed under the Austriame
Goverhment. The administration of Bobrinsky during the temporary
Russian occupation Galicia proved clearly that the Poles had Fnot been deceived in their forebodings. At present tha KussiaW® havingbeen excluded from the war as sn active factor, the Austrian and theBalkan slavs will from the nature of things, have to group themselvesby the strongest Slavomic nation after Russia, a nation possessinghistorical tradition and political experience, that is to say thePolish nation. From the time of the economical reforms of Austriathat is from the year I866, the Poles have occupied the hizhest positionsin Austria. Thanks to Polish economists who time after time werenominated Ministers of Finance in Austria, such as Dunajewski, Kory-towski, Bilinski, the finances of Auspria became solvent and certaininstead of their former state of disorganization and bankruptcy.Poles such as Baden, Goluchowski and others occupied the positionsof Premiers of the Austrian Government. The Austrian court becameaccustomed to listen to the advice of Poles and to Polish councils.Yet simultaneously the Polish statesmen of Austria never attemptedto conceal the fact that they were always working for and towardsan independent Poland, and so to the separation of Galicia from Austria.The culminating expression of this relation between the Poles and theAustrians was the proclamation on the 28th Msy 1917 calling for anindppendent Poland, #æs with its three partitions united and with access |to the sea. This proclamation was sounded forth in Cracow, an Austrianfortpess in a state of war and in the BEER presenc e of the Austrianstaff and of the whole,army. This act was according to the letterof the law an sct of fx treason, and yet when the Polish standardwaved from the turrets of thé City Hall during the readings of the #Proclamation, the Austrian troops saluted it. This political paradoxgives ample proof of the importance of the «Poles in Austria. The,meaning of this is emphasized all the more when it is realized thatthere exists a strong under-current among Austrian Slavs azainstthe Germans which is guided by the Poles.

We have mentioned already that Polish policy finds itself +2686 the second stage of its procress. This stage commenced at the ба
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Commencement of political onnosétion to Prussis 'on the partof the Poles was in a proclamation of the State Council in Warsa» \stating its neutrality towns the Russians; the refusM ofPilsudski's Lesions to take the oath of brotherhood in arms withthe Germens and the subsequent imprisonment of Pilsudski andhis officer¢ by the and the disarming and internmentof the Polish Le z ions . this proclamation of the 28th May I917for a Poland with access to the seas d-finitely threatened thejermans, end- this was further emphasized in a speech ade byRepresentative Daszynski in the Vienncse Parliament, in whichhe stated thet by access to the Seas, the port of Gdansk (Danzizpwas Indicated. This wes during the existence of the Austro»јегоип alliance, and spoken ih the Austrian narliament -a ?zatemnt which méant that a part of the territory of Prussiawovld be torm eway/ for the benefit of Poland.Ae would now desire to omphasize « specially r statement givenublicity by the Ameriven press. According to"this statement the representative of Polish action for inde-pendence, Pepresentative Daszyns«1 demanded from thjAuetrian Premier Czernin that sustrian regiments composed mainly/of Poles b> withdrewn from the Italian front. Daszynski cave|1t as his motive that the Polish retion hed no quarrel with the| Italiens. In this say the individvelity and separation of tre/ Polish nation as well as its separate foreim policy was| emphesized: that policyy bein: fer from similer to that of the/ Central Powers with regred to the ## vreatrent of the Entente' Allies. Polend is not at wer the Western <llios. Itwas at wer with Fussia end this ceased with the Polesobtsining their objects în the East,The Jerman covernment understendsy the political zeme oftae Poles very well. It cannot however, act ecainst them open-ly. One who und stands and knows the cult of force and brutalonpression peculter to the Prussians, must meditate long ove rthe concessions made to the Poles by the Germans and which aroin accor"ance with Jermeny's Polish policy at present. And onecan only deduct that the Prussians nave comprehended the wwwmeaning end the $trenzth of Poland. The Allies should understand/ this too and not make fresh blunders by eliminatin: this forcefrom amon: the ańti-Jepnan fectors of this wer; end this elimin-) ation will certainly occur end et least to a great decreei e declaration of war azainst Austria on the part of the united/"States. |
= To what extent indeed the jermens wk have to count wit hthe policy of Polend(which «hilst not beinz enforced by #x уarmed force, knows still vory excellently the division of strengt
ple 'ned and demonstrated before we proceed.. _The first dxampl occurred immećistely »fterthe opening of из: Austrian P Pliawent in Vienna when the PolishC#

  

Parliamentery le Stated th t the Poles azainsttne Budget for the first tine in the history of perliamen tary 1M government in Austria. This would mean the |% finoneisl ruin of Ausurie and the achievenent of complete politic-al chaos în aumkrik that country. Te do not know exactly whati heppened then or subsequently. #e kmow only thet the Poles voted і f
K
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for the Budget immediately after the visit of the represent-ative of the opposition in the Porlin mager Parliament (TheCatholic Center) namely Representative Erzberger who came toVienna. After Erzberger's return to Berlin, &akaxxx Bethman-Hollweg fell and the whole South German press commenced a unan-imous campaign against annexations, resulting in the ркохівівхresolution beinz placed in the German Parliament against anyennexations on the psrt of Germany.
в Another example of great significance wss the energeticaction on the part of Germany against the appointment ofCount Adam Tarnowski to be Premier of the new Polish вжикехgov rnment. After a controversy lasting for two months thegermans emerged victorious and Dr.J.Xucharzewski was nppointeä,far behind Tarnowski in point of view of political ability aswell as international prestige. The Germans have comprehendedvery well what a dangerous ehemy Count Tarbowski was for them,Count Tarnowski would have maintained his position firmly asPremier if the policy of the Allies had in some way or othergiven the Poles some measure of support and no support of anykind had been given by them.

The Germans had been against Tarnowski's mission to Americaand it had been German influence which hed led to his recall.The whole course of the Allied Bolicy in the East hadbeen directed against Austria, iznoring Germany. Poland hadbeen recognised as an internal problem of Russia's. The energyand strwazth of the Polish nation had been quite gratuitoukdispensed with by conducting a vague and indefinte Polish policywhich aroused suspicion amongst the Poles towards the Allies.Even until late the Russian Revolutionary Government had notyet been able to leave the course traced out by the policy o fthe Tsars with regard to Poland. Minister Tereszczenko only afew weeks before his imprisonment by the imorant RwkxkewtkkPetrograd anarchists expressed in the presence of Allied repre-sentatives a doubt whether it would be possible for Poland torealized the dream of her independence.
The Polish National Defense Committee pointed out theunusual importance of Rwir#& Poland in victory for Democracyîn a memorial presented to the Government of the United Statesof America early in August this year. In it the fact was emphas-ized also that the Poles possess faith only in the United Statesand that they cannot commence energetic work without the assist -ance of the United States. We emphasized also the meaningand importance of Polish policy in Austria and we indicated ameans of of communication between the United States and the Polesby the appointrent of a *xprmizi diplomatic agent for Polśshaffairs to be sent to Switzerland or to Sweden.* We do not know whst has hindered this project. We know1y/ that in spite of delays, which have acted to the detriment,the cause, the time for taking mua advantage of Polish юlements and forces is not irrecoverably passed. We fear that" QQ”

  

 

P»-the declaration of war Aus ria by tue United States of VJßqé?America can shut off this means of communication and if not ~'?b4mbentipely so, sreatly hinder the progress of this work. “деA hundred and fifty years of slavery have taucht us to /love the Mother-Country without any reservations. But Polish
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У traditions nave enjoineg upon us simultaneously to fight нийки
with the battle cry of Through Poland for

Humanity!" on our lips. In the name of this ideal we call

attention to the importance of the decision which must be made
by Congress. In the event of wer being declared the political
ection of the Poles in Selicis so promisingly commenced and
vigourously conducted will be peral$sed. Exnaustion will
take the upper hand in Poland: resctichery elements which until
recently clung to Pussia under the Tsers will commence to incline
towards the side of źxpwrżużisk#ozmyx imperialistic Germeny.
Pilsudski,- the spiritual leader of Democratic Poland will remain

in his prison cell. in Germany. у

The isolation of Prussia by turning away Austria and Bulgeia
willbecome a matter of impossibility. Supporters of the Hinden-
burg policy of annexation will commence their activities wit h,
renewed vicor. The fate of Pokend thrudt between the anarchy

of Russia and Serman imperialism will again become a\ debatable

quantity.

decinrinzraarxenRusvria?ykexshoulidxrememberstazixtuztria

riverexer the acceptance of

The declaration of war without doctrines

enunciated by Płesident Wilson by the Allies wbuld givo the Gormens

a new proof for stating that the ideals of the Allies ero insincere

end that the Germans are the real defenders of the richts of nations.

It should be born în mind that all Slavonic and Lithuanian nations

are isolated and can easily come under German influence and be sub-

ject to the deceiving councils of the Germans; and especially after

the publication of the secret corressponéence of the Russien Foreign

Office in the matter of Poland, the lack of support, the failure

to support the principles of the independence of ell nations and

instead the support by the Allies of such Polish reactionaries as

Dmowski, Paderewski and others,have led to a split among the Polish

soldiers of the Fussien army, numbering several themzzmis hundreds of
thousands of men, and whose importance the Polish National Defense

Committee has been emphasized in its memoriel.

And what profit will accrue to the cause of Democracy by

declaring war on Austria? © should remember that Austria, with

the Russian danger past, the the t.reat of an Italian offensive

on Trieste and Dalmatia over, is @@@ exhausted and worn out - ready

to conclude a longed-for pesce. From the military as well as from

the political point of view, Austria has no longer «ny meaning.

German troops ere fichting in Italy. The United States are земну;
troops to the French front and free in this way, 'nglish troop (Њ
required in Italy. By declaring war on Austria the position % >
the front will not be altered" nor will the intensiveness chank
The Germens will be the only ones t@ pr@fit and Polen@, Austria
Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey will become #k# their vessals. The
war willbe prolonged; we feel wonfident thet the United States wi
conquer the Germans,. We feel certain likewise that this victory
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%, „will be speedier and more perfect if im co-operation with the armed
/у j ection of the United States, political action will male itself felt

че with the aid of the Poles.
(7(

№4 le
Ф
і] If nowever, important reasons should impel the Government 249  
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“"Er the United States to decâ&re war, it would be advisable to maintainrelations with Poland. The road to this will be much more difficult,but we have learnt in ourg gentury and a half of national struggleto work even under difficult and hampering conditions. We fearonly that Poland will be abandoned absolutely to the good or evélservices of the Germans.
The Polśfh National Defense Committee has worked for thecause of Liberty to the best of its ability. In the event of adeclaration of war, it will suspend its politival endeavours anddevete its time purely to relief work for the starving Poles in Polandand to the cultural elevation and education of Polish emigrants inAmerica as to their duties as citizens. We will as hithertofore,indicate the duties of Polish emigrants here who desire to entertne battle for Democracy under the Stars and Stripes. In this waywe will serve Poland, the United States of America and Humanity.But before this occurs we have considered it our duty to-wards the above three groups to proclaim openly what are our opinionsare in this decisive moment for the policies of the world. We mpare convinced that the American Government will understand and ap-praise our intentions rightly. We abe certain that, disregardingthe possible declaration of war, whether it will occur or not, theUnited States will still remain the champions of the cause of anindependent Poland.

tiuos AA
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WŁSETNGTON
December 10, 1917. і

Willisem R. Wilder, Esquire,
care Wilder, Ewen and Patterson,

45 Cedar Street, New York City.
My dear Mr. Wilder:

I duly received your letter of December lst, vi th
enclosures, giving the opinion of the Polish National Defense
Society regarding the question of & declaration of war by
the United States cgainst Austria, and trust that you will
overlook the deley in acknowledcing its receipt.

In view of the President's messege to Congress last
week and the subsequent action of thet body in declaring the
exsistence of s state of war between the United States end
Austris-Hungery, any statement of the Department of State
in the premises would appeer to be unnecessary,

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) Robert Lens ing.

860с.01/52
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Dear Nr, Wilder: [MI,/j;

The memorandum written by the Polish National Pe ense

Committee and sent through your courtesy to Secretary of State

Lansing, contained the following passage:

"If, however, important reasons should impel the
Government of the United States to declare war (on Austro-
Hungary) it would be advisable to maintain relations with
Poland. 'The road to this will be more difficult but we
have learned in the century and & half of our national
struggle to work under difficult and hampering conditions."

War was declared on Austria-Hungary. However, Presi-

dent Wilson uttered words in his speech which filled us all with

joy, for he assured Poland her right to free access to the sea

and defined further the attitude of the nations composing the

Austro-Hungarian monarchy with regard to their duties of helping

on the victory of Democracy.

A great tract of purely Polish territory inhabited by

5,000,000 Poles enters into the formation of the Eepsburg monarchy,

and these understand their duties towards the national ends of

every Pole - the building up of the Polish Commonwealth - and

сиди wider duty towards world democracy.

But it should be borne in mind, as the Polish National

Defense Committee has «lready emphasized in its memorial of Aug-

ust 1917, that the strength of the Polish nation divided up among

ape Tup
C Wyż-5.57

те vos

sian army demand a union and a concentration around a single / „д'
~ w /

common gathering point. Thecreation of such a center of strength-
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the Prussian and Austrian partitions, the Poles in the former

 

Russian partition and the Polish military strength in the Ru--/
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also holds dependent on its existence the compromise between the

political parties which Poland possesses as does indeed every

modern nation,

In view of the fact that the concentration of Polish

forces is to be utilized not only for the attainment of inde-

pendence for Poland but also to hasten victory for the princi-

ples of Democracy, so closely connected with the cause of Po-

land, the point of attraction for these forces should be a State

which is powerful enough to make its aio of material benefit and

a State which stands above all suspicion of imperialism and ten-

dency to oppose Liberty.

Public opinion in Poland indicated the United States

of America as such a center. And especially the general disre-

. pute in which secret and irresponsible diplomacy is held amongst

Americans, - who cannot agree to a diplomacy which barters with

whole nations as if these were property and not enlightened

groups of free peoples, - has done much to distinguish the United

States from Èmong other powers,

In the memorial of the Polish National Defense Commit-

tee of August 1917, we asked for the realization of an endeavour

to mobilize Polish resources against Prussian autocracy by send-

ing out a diplomatic agent to Switzerland or Sweden, and there to

come to an understanding with all the Polish parties in Poland.

We винтами-еа then "with the Poles in Poland", as Polish emi-

grants cannot decide the fate of Poland; they do not possess any №

"ure /
/ №“. /

such gentlemen as Nr. Dmowski in Paris or Wr. Paderewski here№

Ameritæ, represent at the best only a certain portion of the

 authorization to represent the general national interests, und/I’

 

Catholic and Anti-Semitic reactionary element in. Poland.

 



 

And now with the declaration of war on Austria in

mind, we return to our matter, considering it is high time that

this agent should be sent out immediately, together with Polish

experts possessing proven democratic ideals.

We ask you, Sir, to endeayour to understand our mo-

tives. Every opinion and every plan we piace before you is based

„on an exact and accurate knowledge of conditions in Central and

Eastern Europe. We wrote, even before the outbreak of the war,

that inevitable disaster awaits Russia. Me were ridiculed when

we wrote, also before the war commenced, that an independent Po-

land will be the keystone of the future structure of Europe. We

aroused indignation when, immediately after the outbreak of the

Russian revolution, we published in "Wici" (the official organ

of the Polish National Defense Committee) a forecast of the

further course of events in Russia, and which was later verified

by actual occurrences doun to the smallest details, in spite of

the optimistic reports of Nr, Elihu Root, And now, seeing a

future dark and Анимация for Poland and for the Democracy of

the whole world, we feel it cur duty to warn patriotic Americans

of the approaching danger.

All Central and Eastern Europe is worn out ard exhaust~

ed beyond expression, The Polish, Serbian, WOngenegrin, Rouman»

ian, Lithuanian and White Russian nations are literally dying out

through starvation, The burial of the dead has become 'в daily

duty for every family, And especially the child mortality and

degeneration caused by the unnatural mediums utilized to decal/Ivy

the pangs of hunger, threaten the very cxistence of these na- > S

tions. The depopulated territories will present an excellent

   on
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field for Сеглап colonization. The Germans are buying out Polish

estates already,

The Polish nation, ani withit the other nations which

suffer under German Oppression at present, have awaited in vain

some assurance from the Allies that their unbearable sufferings

will be rewarded by promises from the governments of the Entente

Allies as to their independent existence. These assurances have

not been given yet in spite of warning voices from the Polish na-

tion. The words of President Wilson spoken on the 22nd of January

of this year have found no response. Instead the secret docu-

ments revealed by the Bolsheviki demonstrate that smaller and

oppressed nationalities were regarded as mediums of barter in

the future clearing house of peace. The Russian Minister, Tere-

ezczenko, a feu weeks before his downfall, expressed his doubt

as to the possibility of an independent Poland in the presence

of the Entente Ambassadors. The Ukranian press is indignant at

United States Ambassador Francis, who is said to have affirmed

whilst at Petrograd that the claims of the Ukranians to inde-

pendence are as obselete as those of the Redskins in America.

Anc really the greatest danger centers around the

Ukraine at present, The Provisional Russian Government may have

proclaimed the principle of national will, but in practice it ‘

has sinned more against this principle than the previgu- govern-

ment, inasmuch as it created a precedent by dissolving the Fin-

nish Diet with armed forces. The Polsheviki did not fail to

profit by this example and used this revolutionary method of

dealing with its lawmakers, on Mr. Kierenski's government who

had originally made use of this method on the Finns and inci-

dentally turned them against Russia,
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The same mistake was made towards the Ukraine; by de-

nying it the right to eutonomy, a complete breakaway from Russia

was the result. The Germans, even before the war, foresaw the

downfall of Russia ana endeavoured to create a line of cleavage

between the Poles and the Ukranians so that the natural alliance

of Poles and Ukrainans, so threatening to Germany, would be made

impossible. The Germans were aided in this work by the Polish

reactionaries under Dmowski, who, uniting with the Russian reac-

tionaries, irritated the Ukranians by refusing to recognize their

right to nationality. In this the ground for the Ukranian-German

alliance was prepared, and this means thet the Germans will be

able to control the enormously rich agricultural lands, anthra-

cite and iron-ore mines of the very best quality, as well as lands

rich in phosphates, manganese and salt; the great fishing possi-

bilities cf the Black Sea should likewise be mentioned,

Thoughtless Russian publicists are still working to

increase this distrust. Count Tolstoy is writing a series of

articles in the Evening Mail at present in which he demonstrates

to this Allies that the independence of Poland, Finland and the

Ukraine, as also the other nationalities Oppressed and subject to

Russia, cannot be permitted, as all those having money invested

in Russia would lose their capital, Such a standpoint as that

taken up by this Russian"Democratic" Count with regard to oppress-

ed nationalities, can but rouse the most profound indignation in

the heart of every honest and just man, as the writer cam-rt.-

these nations into items in the Russian inventory, ben…s of bur- l‘

den, and on whom the Allies hold a mortgage as a result of the

 

prodigality of the former Russian Government.

In this way President Wilson's doctrine loses all its
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impetus and influence, although he still pictures and defines it

excellently in all of his speeches, having realized that he is

thus striking at the vital spot in the Prussian organism. The

great doctrine was opposed and fought by the formation of a con-

spiracy of silence on the part of all the believers in the imper-

ialistic faith throughout the whole world. The Prussian Govern-

ment understood and appreciated the importance of this standpoint.

It endeavours to create а semblance of maintaining these princi-

ples. lt emphasizes in the organs of its press that so far the

Central Powers have been the only nations to define their Polish

policy, and further that they alone have rebuilt a Polish State on

a certain portion of Polish land,

The Poles in Poland accept every German concession

for the benefit of the Polish State; they render thom permanent

on the territory given up by the Germans and extend the branches

of their publi¢ life, their authority and influences, but never

cease to demand from the Germans the whole extent of Polish

lands (Act of Way 20, 1917, Cracow.) But the Germans are becom-

ing increasingly less amenable to grant concessions and direct

Polish attention to the lack of decisions in the matter of Po-

land on the part of the Allies. They point out the "doubt"" ex»

pressed by Tereszczenko and to the secret agreements mada by Rus-

sia regarding Poland,

   The Germans have lately been given a new weapon of

offense, The Allied Covernments have recognized the Polish Na+ y., York

tional Committee in Paris as an official Polish organization, and

yet this Committee is composed of reactionaries hated in Poland -

leaders of the Anti-Semites with Dmowski at their head, who not

long ago were cooperating with the Czar in battling against de-

#57 



 

mocracy .

And Mr. Lansing, writing to Mr. Paderewski, informs

him that the Committee has been recognized by the Government with

Mr. Paderewski as its representative in America.

This last act especially has caused great confusion of

mind; and not only amongst Polish emigration in America. The

Democratic portion of Polish emigration does not understand this

act as we do, - that it was nothing more than lack of knowledge

of Polish affairs, which permitted the recognition of this Com-

mittee; but they think instead that reaction is beginning to take

the upper hand,

Dear Mr, Wilder 1 We write to you frankly, impelled

by the fear that democracy is losing the benefit of this most

important cooperation, directly against the desires of the Pres-

ident, the cooperation of the Poles, Lithuanians, Ukrainians,

Serbians and Rumanians in the battle against Prussian autocracy,

but that on the other hand exhaustion and starvation, the doubt-

ful situation, & distrust of their best friends, will eventually

force these nations into a compromise with the Germans. This

course would be threatening to the future of democracy and to

these nations themselves,

We turn to you therefore, knowing of your clear and

idealistic views, your disinterestedness and fairness, with the

request that you assist us and that we together consider the

necessities of the situation, е

According to us the need is as follows: g:w;:źf

1. it is necessary again to raise the matter of send-

ing out u_commi|slon or an agent for Polish affairs to Europe,

which would heve for its object the union and consolidation of

! 358  



 

Polish parties in Poland under the leadership of the United

States against the common enemy.

2, The support of the Western and Balkan States could

be gained also by giving the Poles as well as the other oppress-

ed nationalities the assurance of aid from the United States. |

3, The plan of action should be arranged in accord-

ance with the character of the forces and conditions attained i

after a common understanding and confirmation by the Government

of the United States. Austria will have to count with such &

powerful combination of Slay nationalities and follow the direc-

tion they indicate.

4, A new political commission should be sent out to

-
-
-

Èueeia from America, with & numerous party of Poles to help the.

progressive Poles in Russia. Polish socialists have much in- |

fluence in Russia and could help to organize the Russian front,

Their presence in the American Commission would do much to buil

up again that faith in the United States which the Bolsheviki

have destroyed and would reorganize Russia on the basis of the

doctrines ennunciated by President Wilson.

5. By the inclusion of Poles in the Russian Commis-

sion, it will be possible to obtain several hundred thousand

Polish soldiers in the Russian «niy and use them to reinvigorate

the military force of the Eastern front. The Polish soldiers

have avoided so far all disorganis &tion and demoralization,

and compose the only good element in the Russian army, having

avoided both Eolsheviki as well as Reactionary propaganda.

6. in this way a powerful force will be created, %%%/k

 

. % /

posed of =11 the Western and Balkan Slavs under the leadership

of the United States of America, Further, the eastern front
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would be reorganized, the demoralized centralized Russian army

being thrust aside by the decentralized Polish, Lithuanian,

Ukranian armies with high morale, These would strike at the

Germans simultancously with revolutionary risings on the pert of

the Polish and other Slav inhabitants in the territories occupied

by the Germans; the Austrian government would retain & neutral

attitude in all probability. A powerful, sustained and well

prepared attack on the western front should accompany these

movements ,

The fulfillment of these plans quite naturally calls

for long-sustained effort, but steps must be taken immediately

to commence carrying them into effect.

We have expressed our thoughts although they are not

popular ones at present. We consider however that new condit-

ions demand new methods, That is why we so obstinately argue

over this point, and it is our hope that you, Sir, appreciating

cur motives, will understand our thoughts,

Very sincerely yours,

Je %%%/@@ny ;

Z . Ж тб]радолее

%;wa z mîîmu/u:

/—’ ,
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UtIA fiWILDER, EWEN & PATPEESON

45 Ceder Street
i

New York.

___—gs“ December 18, 1917, WRW

Mr. G. J. Sosrowski,

59 Wall Street, City.

My deer Mr. Sospowski:

 

The communication of Dr. Kułakowski t
%    

me on behalf of the Polish NçtmnelDefense

is the best statement ofthe resent situstion ta date,
someoneendeten dшо...   MARact

and I sent Єжі-Біда]- (EosMfwf‘iniifäßth a letter,

copy ої. which I enclose, and which I wish you would send

to Dr. Kulekowski, Mr. Dębski, et al, if you think it

will interest them.

In grest heste,

Faithfully yours,

(Sgd. ) Wm. R. Wilder.
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Deember 17, 1917. w. l55r k€…

Hon, Robert Lansing, о
Secretary of State, ‘

Washington, D. C. >

My dear Mr. Lansingi

Yours of the 10th inst. acknowledging receipt of the memo-

rial of the Polich National Défense Committee, amend the advis-

ability of the declaration of a state of war between this country

and Austria, duly to hand and I am grateful to you.

At the time of its composition it was realized that such

a declaration was inevitable, as indeed that fact was anticipated

and practically admitted by the Committée.

Now that the 'Rubicon has been crossed' and this country

further committed to active participation in the affairs of Bur-

ope, as well as in the preservation Of our own liberties, it

seems to me imperative that we strive, in cooperation with the

Poles in this country, who are the most truly and clearly repre-

sentative of their brethern in Europe, to a determination to real-

ize on the "Polish Asset". Can it be done in any way other or

better than suggested inthe enclosed letter by the Committee,

addressed to me, and which I take pleasurs in transmitting to

you for perusal and consideration?

I realize and deplore, as must you, the fact that there is

not that unity and cohesion among the Poles in this country and

that there should be in such a crisis. This is, however, one of the

natural and inherent difficulties of the situation. The vast ma-

jority of the Poles, either in this country or in Central Europe

do not and cannot belong to the same dlass of which Paderewski here,

K
fand Dmowski in Paris, are the representatives.
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I have given this matter careful investigation and study,

and am convinced that the Polish National Defense Committee un-

 
doubtedly represents the majority of the Poles both here and in 

Europe.

At all events, their views are well reasoned and entitled

to respectful consideration,. Up to the present time I have had

some doubts about the wisdom of sending abroad a Polish Commission

or a Polish Diplomatic Agent. Certainly it would have been and

will be a grave mistake for such a Commission to proceed with any

intention of trying to beat the German devil at his own game by any

secret diplomacy.

The policy of this country towards weaker nations and peo-

ples has, however, been so well defined by my Classmate, the Presi-

dent, that such Commission should openly proceed to qeal with the

Allied nations,- and if for no other purpose than by taking the

lead and have such policy ratified and supported by the Allies.

I feel sure that this subject must be receiving careful

attention by the President and your pepartment, but if the Polish

National Defense Committee and myself can shed any further light, or

be of any use, do not hesitate to command us both for the United

States and for Poland.

Very faithfullyyours,

W. R. V.
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Vlll December 26, 1917.

Mr. William R. Wilder,
45 Cedar Street,
New York, В. Y.

8 I à :

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

December 17th, enclosing a letter to you from representa-

tives of the Polish Kation:l Defense Committee relative to

the proper attitude of the United States towards Poland.

The letter has been read with interest and the

suggestions contained therein are receiving the careful

considerationof the Department.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Robert Lansing.

860.c.01/57
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The following telegram was sent from President Wilson

to The Polish National Defense Committee:
"1918 Jan 14 Pk 6 17"THE WHITE HOUSEWashington D. C. January lith 3:45 Р.у,

Doctor Joreph P. Zeleski President of the Polish National De-fense CommitteeFour six four nine South Ashland Avenue,Chicago, Illinois.
the гена: Wational Defense Comittee for their gracious message
of January 9 and join with them in hoping that the New Year may
witness the realization of the long deferred hopee of the Polish
people.

â May I not express my heartfelt thanke and appreciation to î; |

€

Woodrow Wilson."

This telegram wae an answer to a wire addressed to Presi-

dent Wilson from the Polish National Defense Committes which was

ae follows:

©1918 Jan. 9.

Woodre« Wilson President of the United States of America
White House, Washington, D.C.

Mister President Polish National Defense Committee sends
you heartiert thenke and recognition for the definitive stand you
took toward Poland in your message the &th January inst which we
take to be a fitting conclusion and signal of your message of
January 22nd 1917 you have founded the demands and desires of
Poland end of all the Poles when you said in the name of America
that pesce may be concluded only when an independent Polish
State in erected consisting of sll of the territories inhabited
by Poles including the Polish coast your solution of the Polish
question formation of strong Roland is the only guarantee of
the balance of power in eastern Europe the only guarantee of
lasting peace Doctor Joseph Zaleski, President, J. M. Sienkie-
wicz Vice President, Doctor K. A,. Zuraweki, Vice President,
Stanlislaw Rayzacher, Secretary, Thomae Siemiradzki, Treasurer, =
M, Sikolowski, Director. /
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| 2 March 7, 1918.

Mr. Cyrus H. McCormick, / 5.51 «Z?
605 South Michigan Avenue,

Chicego, Illinois.

My dear Cyrus:

Yours of the 20th ult. with Mr. Steuert's report of

the 19th ult. duly to hand, end I appreciate your position,.

We are both anxious to help the Poles in every pos-

sible way,. It is a difficult matter with both the Poles and

their friends working in absolute harmony, and doubly diffi-

cult if we and they Have to work against "cross-currents".

My knowledge of men is derived from personal con-

tact, their history and surroundings, what they have done,

said, written and stend for, and these tests I applied to the

five gentlemen of whom I wrote you, and all of whom I have

known for a year or so; with some I have been in daily con-

tact.

I am again enclosing copy of their curricula vitae,

the mere perusal of which is enough to satisfy anyone that

they cannot possibly "represent the extremely radical element",

and at the same time be true. The only radical member of the

group is Alexander Debski, of whom no criticism is made and who

is a national - not international - soclalist and a man of the

Gompers type.

-

Dr. Stanley Stanislaus and Dr. H. H. Lewinski

Corwin are beyond criticism, being as conservafive as you andx

 

myself, and I am sure that Mr. Smulski could not have had them
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in mind, as composing any part of an "extremely radical element".

The specific criticisms in Mr. Steuert's report are

directed against Dr. Kulakowski and General Sosnowski. As

MM
-

to the former, I heartily agree with Mr. Smulski that "he is

le.man“ He writes "better than he talks, andmythe}.—

respect resembles Oliver Goldsmith. He is not a "radical so-

an

 

cialist and an I. Wp W. sympathizer", if one can judge from

his conversation and his writings. I have met him
  ---semences

and haveread much ofwhat hehas written. He assures me that

he neverhas written or spoken a word in favor of the I. W. W.,

is absolutely opposed to it and all its works, and that his

socialistic views are of the most canaervativa character. He

is editor of the paper "Wici" the organ of the Polish National

Defense Committee and not of the Chicago paper "Dziennik Lu-

dowy". To this latter paper he has contributed at times, and

for some ten days or two weeks in /Gtc-t«L/ 198 She acted as

editor during the absence of the editor and owner. < I under- MMM

stand that this paper has not regarded the Harvester Trust . %f”

favorably, but Dr. Kulakowski assures me that hè never has »”,qu

жни or published anything for or against the "Har-

vester interests". Now, what are we going to do about it? Who

must be mistaken?

Mr. Smulski states that Mr. Steuert that he "is on

щ...-..; v_n-_.

riendly terms w all these entleеп. в
friendly temswithallihess

clined to doubt because Dr. Kulakowski in June, 1915, made an
mamę-Www

attack on Banker Smulski for chargi

€ prevalent for the transmission of fundsfor the relief of tho

„Ale

 

  
ahiflher rate than was

amer comment

 

  
 msze

suffering in Poland, and I am advised that it resulted in
и

мл

у

Sof
 



his repaying the sum of $200 to the fund. I merely mention

this as a possible reason for Mr. Smulski's misstatements.

As to General Sosnowski, I wish you would read over

the annexed sketch in regard to him, He did come to this coun-

try in 1893 and though he was connected with the Polish Commis-

sion to the World's Fair, responsibility for the Polish

pictures rested on the other members of the Commission. As

it was not possible to sell them he was sent over the follow-

ing year to secure if possible the return of one "Vernihora"

to Poland as it had an historical, if not artistic value. This

he succeeded in doing, and I believe the rest were sold in this

city at a loss, but Mr. Sosnowski had nothing whatever to do

with their sale, and as far as I can ascertain there was no

"responsibility" imposed upon him except as to the one picture,

and that not until a year after the close of the Chicago Fair.

Mr. Smulski I am advised, ought to be well informed on

this matter for he was financially and actively helping the Po-

lish Commission all the time of the duration of the Chicago

Fair.

As to Sosnowski's connection with the Red Cross work,

I am advised that he was entrusted with the administrative end

thereof, and had absolutely nothing whatever to do with the

collection or the disbursements of any funds. He was not aware

“that Mr. Smulski had gotten about $20,000 in Chicago", but was

under the impression that it was about $10,000 as that was the

only amount, as he was advised, that reached Poland. None of

it was "sent to Mr. Sosnowski", but all funds were handled and
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disbursed (though under Mr. Sosbowski's orders) by the American

Consul, Fernando de Soto, and Vice Consul Fuchs. It would

also appear that Mr. Smulski is mistaken in supposing that

Mr. Sosnowski "took all the credit to himself, and as a result

got himself appointed as a General". Mr. Sosnowski seems to

be under the impression that his promotion in the Red Cross of

the Russian Army was due to meritorious services. He was

wounded three times, was presented with and declined the Crosses

Of St. George and St. Vladimir on the ground that he was fight-

ing for Poland and not for Russia. This, while patriotic, was

what Mr. Smulski would probably call, and very justly - "errat-

ic", In due course of time he was commissioned by the Russian

Government to come to this country to supervise and report om

all the war orders placed by Russian Government in the United

States. Before leaving he wished to know and was informed that

a truthful report was desired. He made such reports, and the

result expected by him happened, to wit: "he was relieved of

his duties" - and in this respect Mr. Smulski is right.

There is no disposition on the part of these gentle-

men, and there will be none so lang as I have anything to do

\ with them, "to build up a rival Committee". Their only desire is
emmm

   

 

to serve this country and Poland. They possess exceptional

knowledge and ability. How; representative they are of the Poles

in this country it is difficult to state, because thetable of

 

membership in associations of this kind is so elastic. The table

given by Mr. Steuert is, I presume, an approximation or guess.

     

 

The Polish National Defense Committee does not consider any one,, <

 

 



a member who is not actually enrolled, hence the small estimate

made by Mr. Smulski.

I am sure that both you and Mr. Smulski misconceive

the object of these gentlemen, It is not to "build up a rival
оо..

committee", but to create a "Polish Information Bureau" for
MWm-”fi……

the benefit primarily of the State Department. Three of these
. пансиона
five gentlemen are in close and constant touch with the situa-

l

tion in Poland and Russia, and I am positive possess sources
sezionegenqicarmen
of accurate information superior tothosepossessed byany

W
e
g
e

lernREITENavean
nn

the other organizations. The other organizations are more or

ete s
less „33135113;with

 

s and religion; in fact,
    

Mr. Smulski's unwarranted suspicion of the motives of these
rozpocz
gentlemen is undoubtedly due to the fact that in the late cam-

paign they, as ardent, almost idolatrous worshippers of Wile
№

Semoaсуowoc но оденет а

 

voted and worked for the Democratic party and thereby came in
pest

i's local and American politicalambi-

They advocated working in the utmost harmony with all

 

сан
conflictwith

рення

      
the Polish organizations, and in utilizing to the utmost Er.

Smulski and Mr. Paderewski for the common cause. We appre-

ciate, as Mr. Smulski must be fair enough himself to appre-

cia/ee; the disadvantage that he labors under on account of his

interest in American party politics, but that is no reason why

his help should not be sought by any one interested in the cause

of Poland. Ava:

So also in regard to Mr. Paderewski. We all concede
ranonerone

that he is the best Polish asset in this country for the purpose
amati

of rainingfundsana creating emotional “enthusiasm. It is not

„:w/necessary, in fact it does more harm than good, to insist that HO
mnmmens   
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Mr. Paderewski is an "able statesman", or should be made Pres-

Mmemmeg-mcome

ident or King of Poland. statesmen are not created as was
,……M’ " NERAENRvicnearestie

Minerva, and the question of King o resident for Poland
ional Puurszesc

can well be postponed for a season. If Mr. Smulski is as good
teeennS-St
and broad-guaged a man as you think, let him see me when next

  
  

he is in New York, Possibly I can do the cause of Poland no

greater good than to eliminate or iron out all petty feelings

and jealousies and have all work in unison and harmony, There

never will be "a free and united Poland" unless there be unity

and harmony in the effort to secure the freedom.

While I have not shown your letters and have treated

the subject matter as confidentially as possible, yet I have

had to make some inquiry of these gentlemen in regard to cer-

theslightestobjectiontoyour. showing......

this letter to Mr. Smulski, or any one else. This is the time

 

tain facts, I have
nee

aru omu n atwoposосо....
to iron out differences and get together.

  

y faithfully yours,

E E i] put" t my?/[Mu:

- „cca
AAT|->--
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Question l: It is reported that while the K.0.N. has droppedits opposition to recruiting in the POlish Army, their speak-ers are urging Poles to enlist in the Slavic Legions ratherthan in the Polish Army, although by the express terms ofthe law relating to the Slavic Legions the POles are not tobe permitted to enlist therein. Is this correct? If not,
are you prepared to discipline any member of the K.O.N. whospeaks along these lines?

Answer: The speakers from the K.0.N. could not possi-bly without running the risk of exposing themselves to ridiculeurge the joining of the Slav Legion, which is not in existenceat all. The entire campaign as conducted by the opponents ofthe K.0.N. is based upon such false debunciations. For thisreason, and for the sake as well of public peace, we requestthat copies of these reports be given to us and that thosemaking such denunciations be called upon to repeat their charg-es openly. We arc powerless against secret and cowardly in-formers. We are, however, prepared, and what is more we in-sist upon our privilege, to avail ourselves of an open and justtrial before American courts of justice. We want light and weare fighting against darkness,

In re Senator Hitchcock's Bill we expressed our opin=ion and we supported Senator Hitchcock's plan, since we have our-selves demunded the very same thing, as may be plainly seenfrom our letter addressed to Lieutenant Brazol, representa-tive of the Union of Russian Citizens. When however, on ac-count of Mr, Paderewski'® interference in the matter, the Poleswere omitted from said Bill, and there was thus the possibilityof interpreting the Bill in the sense that Poles would not beadmitted to service in said Legion, we submitted to PresidentWilson our opinions on the matter at issue. | ating v
SNI

I beg however to call attention to the fact that the SiuBill in question feils to contain even a word that the "Poles arenot permitted to enlist therein". The Poles are only omittedfrom the list of Slavs who were called upon to enter this Le-gion.

  

Generally speaking, the cause of said Legion has, asfar a s we know, not assumed any more tangible shape than thatOf & plan. IM this respect we beg to call attention to an ar-
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ticle published in The New York Times, issue of September 22,

1918, under the ception "Use the Slavic Legion". In this arti-

cle we find the following paragraphs:

"So far as can be learned there is at this moment no

Slavic legion .....

"Poles and Czecho-Slovaks living in America and not

yet American citizens can join and are joining the legions

maintained by those nations under the French flag. It

may be said it is immaterial under what flag they fight,

but one thing is material to many volunteers: the compen-

sation paid to the American private is twenty times as

great as that paid to the French private, and families

of men serving in the American army are more certain to

be looked after in this country than those whose bread-

winners have joined other national ermies and are there»

fore not on the lists which guide relief organizations in

their care for the welfare of those at home, ...... It is

hardly an exaggeration to say that many thousands of men

who could and would serve in our army cannot subject their

families to the hardships entailed by going into the French

Legions."

This is the opinion expressed by a paper which was

steadily eupporting the Legions recruited in this country by

r. Paderewski. And that the families of those who went to

France because urged by Mr. Paderewski are not being cared for

at all is best proven byHr. Paderewski's own speech delivered

at the Convention of the Polish Immigrants at Detroit in August

1918. In this speech Mr. Paderewski said as follows:

"Those who are falling and dying for Poland's freedom

deserve not only honor and gratitude. Honor and gratitude

are but mere words which cost nothing. Our knights are

entitled to our solicitude, our cordial and permanent

care, our assistance and our gratitude right along.

"The Polish wational Committee bethought itself of

this and entrusted the care for our soldiers in France to

most competent men for that kind of work; to a man nearest

to these soldiers, to Dr. Fronxzek. (Applause) To the

same Pr. Fronczek, who from the very first day of the war

was at the front and was possibly the first man wounded.

"The same ideo cecurred to us here and we too &p-

pesled right away to the American Red Cross asking for-\-

help and assistance. The American Red Cross, this most =&

noble philanthropic organization in the world, is assi ies >

ing sll the nations and all similar institutions but it" +

ves not establish itself any separate national de ..;wa/,

ficnts confining itself only to assisting those who were

elready in existence.
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"As every national army has its own sanitary department,

called the Red Cross, we arrived therefore to the conclu-

sion that the Polish Army too needed such & supplement

and such a unit, We requested the American Red Cross,

which is in this respect the supreme mthnl-ME, to give
us the permission to crgonize our own Ро ed Cross
for obvious and yeryplain reasons. The American Red Cress
was uncble to give us this permission.

"In severel instances and owing to individuals to
whom I hereby beg to express my most heartfelt gratitude,
there were sent various articles to our soldiers in both
camps. But there is no question in this connection of any
individual subsidies and gifts, there is ne question of
any sporadic assistance no matter how munificient. The
question is of & steady, full and organized assistance
such as our wounded are entitled to from us, Our boys have
already been fighting, are fighting now, and there is re-
ported some 300 of them wounded and sick.

 

sa by ng on
france per diem for the maintenance of her rem-ad.
A proof of this contention consists of the fact that the
American Red Cross has already at one time granted to France
& subsidy to & smell amount of $52,000,000. We cannot
therefore count upon Trance in this respect as even
poldiere are 0%111311!!! ae we have proofs Е
our £, 0 e lack o 8 untistenge.

"hat were weto do? Postpone thus indefinitely the
entire issue of assistance? Should we have left our Po-
lish soldiers without Polish nurses, without Polish sur-
geons, without îny help, without any espistence? Buch
un indifference, such & negligence would be a downright
всегда) and a crime on the part of the insigrants.

"There has therefore been organized the Polish White
Cross, One moment please! (A group of White Cross Nursesof
uniform ascends the platform unidst enthusiastic greetinge
und unending applause of the audience,)

"Even if the work in behulf of this organization is
the share ofandto oth-
er t

г. г

 

(Applause) "

How much of an assistance was given by lr. Paderew-
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our solicitude, cur cordial and permanent care, our assistance
and our gratitude right along", if we may be permitted to quote

Mr. Paderewski!* own words? According to the statement, sub-

mitted to the Detroit Convention the entire assets of the White

Cross amount to but the sum of $10,000 -- in plain words, ten

thousand dollars.

While the noble-hearted Young Women's Christian As-

sociation expressed through Mrs. Turczynowicz its willingness
to come vo the assistance of those Polish soldiers, whose wel=

fare Mr. Paderewski treated so negligently, the very same peo-

ple who founded the White Cross cautioned in their circular let-

ters of the nurses of another "religious denomination" than the

soldiers end called the werk done by Hrs. Turczynowicz a "poi-

son served in a golden cup".

I am addressing myself to you, Captsin, as to & sol-
dier and an American, with the question whether or not the simple
feeling of humanity and the principle of saying the truth -- a
principle resting upon all of us -- should not compel us to take
into serious consideration the querry whether it was permissible
for us to urge immigrants, who are working herd and are in many
cases burdened with large families, to enter en army that is
being directly so indolently by artists playing statesmen, while
simultencously other Slavic peoples are being permitted to avail
themselves of the privilege of entering the American army, of
benefitting by &a large compensation, by the American Red Cross,
by the Young Men's and the Young Women's Christian Associations,
by the Salvation Army and by the war insurance of the American
soldiers, - that unique institution in the world?

/

I beg to state to you quite plainly that I would at"
any time rather be imprisoned fer many years than stand A..
a relation of that kind to my fellow countrymen.

   

 

   
Poor

Because of our criticism of the actions of irrespon-"
sible and ambitious individusls, and because of our championing
the democratic principles and defending Polish immigrants
against reactionary statesmen, we were presented to the Amer-
ican Government as Pro-Germans, as Obstructienists, and almost
as incendiaries and murderers. We patiently stood this injus-
tice being aware of the fact that the American Government, con-
fronted with gigantic problems, was unable io lock into all the
details, Confusion of ideas and chaos in the minds of the Poles
is growing from day to day, particularly after the abortive i
Convention at Detroit. We are being pointed at as originators ||
of this condition. At this time it will have an effect upon us. '

The Poles are unable to understand why the Czechs, who
have an army of their own, why (he Russians, who also have
their own armies, why the Yugo-Slavs should have the right to
enter the ranks of the American Army, benefit by all the pre-
rogatives given to American soldiers and be sure that in case
of their death their families will be cared for, while we Poles

BPS
 



 

who are under a special obligation of gratitude to America andto her President for the great act of Jonuary 22, 1917, shouldbe deprived of the right to enter the ranks of the American armyand be compelled to enter the ranks of the Polish Legions inFrance improvised by an emotional artist.

The present war is compelling all the warring partiesto u constant criticism of their measures. OWing to this crit-icism and owing to constant improvements, victory is already as-sured, Many of the measures token in former times and manyof the opinions entertained previously have had to be revised.

===000===

Question 2. At the last convention of the K.O.N. held at Phils-eiphia in May, 1918, & resolution was adopted recognizingthe Polish Regency Council established by Germany as the"supreme national authority". I® this still the positionof the K.0.N.? If not, when and by what method was thisresolution rescinded? If this resolution remains unre-scinded, does it represent the attitude of the K.0.N.? Ifnot, are you willing to take all steps in your power tohave it rescinded? If you ars not willing to have it res-cinded, does it represent your present attitude towardsthe Regency Council? If 80, are you in favor of the UnitedStates formally recognizing the Regency Council?

Answer: Enclosed I beg to submit the original text ofthe resolution as passed by the Convention of the Polish Nation= ~al Defense Committee in Philadelphia, Pa. on Mey 3, 1918. In - %,;this resolution you will find the following passage: (2292 %
BX"We express the highest respect for the Regency $Ф*|Of the Kingdom of Poland, the sole present authority, for \""its dignified protest and its struggle in countersctingGermen aggression against the political independence of Po-land, or attempts to form so-called Polish Governmentsabroad, without the authorization of the Polish nation, *

 

' As citizens or temporary residents of America we couldbut express our respects for the Regency. On my last visit toyou, Captain, I submitted a translation of the manifesto issuedby the Council of Regency on the occasion Of the Peace TreatyOf Brześć Litewski. In the said manifesto the Council of Regencybranded in sharp words the perfidy on the part of the two Епрегогв,andstated quite plainly that these two Emperors have cheated thePolish nation, It is hard to go any further than did the CouncilOf Regency.

-

It is impossible to demand from Archbishops and

w/ 05 і 2736
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aristocrate that they should bring about a revolution or throw
bombs.

We styled the Council of Regency an "authority". Any
one who is familiar with the principles of the politicel law must
egree to grant this character to an executive, in the name of
which there are being issued in Poland sentences passed by the
courts of justice through JVäges appinted by that Council of
Regency, which also establishes schools, appoints teachers, con-
venes the Council of State, &c. All classes of the Polish ne-
tion in Poland have recognized this Council of Regency as the
supreme national authority, with the exception of the Radicals
who constitute an opposition to the Council of Regency.

The Polish National Defense Committee is fully in ac-
cord with the principles professed by the parties opposing the
Council of Regency. But neither the opposition on the part of
the socialists and radicals against the Council of Regency nor
the siding of the Polish National pefense Committee with this
opposition can alter the fact of the existence of this Council
of идём; as en authority, limited, to be sure, by the Germanau.horlules of occupation, but nevertheless of an authority
which is carrying on a struggle ageinst the Germans by means ofexpedients which are commensurate with the social and financialsituation of the Regents themselves.

We have sdded purposely the qualifications "sole,present", to the term "authority". We are confident that the im-mensely difficult evolution of the Polish state, under directlyterrible conditions will not stop at the present form of govern-ment, and that the end of the war will see in the place of theconservative Regents of a Kingdom of Poland, the venerablefigure of a President of the Republic of Poland. If howeverthis Council of Regency had not been wrung from the Germans,there would have been in Warsaw & German governor-general,Just as there was a Russian governor-general prior to the war,and German schools would have replaced the Russian schools ofWarsaw. Wnet Pole, what liberty-loving individual could failto agree that Polish courts of justice, Polish schools and aPolish Government, though limited, constitute a progress and astep forward towards completed freedom and independence? Be-sides Mr. Paderewski,and Mr. Dmowski as well, expressed atthe Convention at Detroit their greatest respect for the Coun-cil of Regency. They only reserved for themselves and for theirpolitical friends the exclusive right of conducting Poland's /."foreign policies, For this, however, they lack the authori-zation of Poland. Such an auEiorIzaEłon could ensue only wder certain conditions, Even a POlish government might be
ganized outside of Polish territory, We established this pri
ciple quite plainly in our resolution. This authorization,however, must be properly outhenticated and verified. Mereverbal assertions, particularly assertions made by MY. Dmowski,requite a corroboration before the Committes of Paris could be

  

 

 



   

   

 

  

 

recognized as a Ministry of War and of State.

As far however as the recognition of the Council of
Regency of Poland by the United States Government is concerned, I
beg to express the following opinion:

recognized w rmans as.the.Polish.Stete,, that is within
t ar “%%? er fin…-lim Poland and not complete at
that, Such & recognition would be p and
even gniugggìdl since it would hardly cause any embarrassment
to the rmans would on the other hand make the impression
on the Poles that the United States intended to accord to Po-
land the same boundaries as were granted Poland by the Germans.

    
   

   

dly opposed o... th
P ito

wever, the   On the other han
and by the Alli

rin f P and

d, ho   

  

   +с rtunistic und cautious dis-
position on the parts of ite members, could not possibly re-
ject an authority offered in such a Way, In case the Council
of Regency actually rejected such a proposition, the Poles
would not tolerate them for even one day in the royal palace
at Warsaw. The Council of Regency would then be compelled to
accept the proposition and to enter thus into & life and death
conflict with the Germans. Great enthusiasm would spread all
over Poland, But in order that this enthusiasm might become a
constructive factor ih the dynamics 0: the war, Poland needs to€be prepared for such a step and the supply of armă and anmuni=lion must be "angi. In order, howerer, ;o prepare Poland Тот ;such an action, ere should be est shed & direct contac

%% Poland by mesns of un Pmropriutc American Commission and
lied Commission as well. 

===000--=

 

Question 3. Are you and your associates willing to activelyurge recruiting in the Polish Army though the medium ofthe press, public speskers and public meetings?

фид–*Answer: We could not îonui‘oly supgon the Polish \ '274'9.Army in it pregent form, with its present egel and politicalcharacter and with its present menagement in America, carriedon negligenily and indolently by amateurs who never served inany amy et all, We did all (hat was consistent with our ob-
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ligation of obedience to the United States Government and we dis-

continued to oppose said Polish army privately and publicly as

well. At the present time I am reviving this question at your

oun request, and am expressing my personal opinion and attitude

on this matter, I am however in the position to declare cate-

gorically that the Polish National Defense Committee will not

only not oppose bu. on the contrary will support to the very

limit of its possibilities the recruiting for Polish troops and

the dispatching of these troops to the Western and the Eastern

fronts as well, as soon as there shall be eliminsted certain

improprieties which caused the result that after & propaganda of

a year's duration Mr, Paderewski was able to recruit for his

army but 20,000 men, as has been stated by Mr. Dmowski at the

Convention in Detroit,

===000===

gluten 4: Do you still contend that the presence of the Po-
y on the Western Front is inimical to the best inter-

ests of Poland?

Question 5: Do you contend that the majority of Poles in Po-
and are opposed to the presence of the Polish Army on the

Western Front as one of the Allies? If so, give us the facig
on which you base this opinion.

Answer: The larger the number of soldiers on the side
of America and of the Allies the speedier and more final will be
the victory of democracy over &utocratic rule. For this very
reason we at no time claimed and we do not claim now that the
presence of Polish soldiers on the Western Front was prejudicial
to Poland's ijterests. All we claim is that the very source
from which the idea of forming & Polish army originated and the
present management of that army, or better , say the individuals
who are trying to use this army for their own political or rather
party ends, were fects which were influencing badly the enthus-
lan for the army in question and were causing a complete lack
of support of that amy on the part of the democratic elements
among the Poles. POlish democracy was at all times and still
is deadly hostile to Prussianism, But this Polish democracy
cannot on the other hand subscribe to the imposing upon the good
faith of America and of the Allies, imposing resulting from
making Ameriva smd the Allies believe that the entire Polish
nation was standing back of the present leaders and promoters
of this army, ON the contrary: the Polish Legions in France
would at once meet with the support of the entire Polist nation,
the very moment thet the control over this army by men, still
devoted to the Czar, was eliminated. It will be sufficient
to quote in this connection the proclamation as issued by the
Polish Democratic Union in France to be able to appreciate "» Yorke
this statement's veracity. We read in this proclamation as --

28  
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follows;

"Recognizing the fact that on the weakening of Ger-
many depends not only the fate of Poland but also thet of
France, so dear to us, all of us here almost without
exception, would stand by the armed Polish force now

forming, if

1. This Polish force were not originated by the

Russisn Ochrans (Ignatieff II) by Messrs. Mokiejewski,

former official of the Russian cmbassy, Gusicrowski und

Pilta, who is generelly despised;

2. If the Covermment of Prace was not mislesd by

promises of getting at least 100,000 Poles from America

and was not to this very day assured that those who have
arrived thus far formed but a small venguard of the
great army which is preparing to depart (Gasioroweki's

statement in the "Excelsior-g;. and if

5. It were not announced that not the term "the
Polish national amy", which only the Polish Government
has the right to create, but the name of either "Polish
Legion" or "Polish Corps" was to be used instead,

In view of this, the overwhelming majority of the
Polish colony in France was compelied to withdraw from
participating in (hat undertaking based on lies and
therefore doomed to baukruptey which might hurt the good
name of the Poles."

The above déclaration was mede by the Union of the
Polish Democrats in France, This body has, just as is the
case in America, the backing of the best intellects of Poland.
The Polish democrats in France constitute the flower of the
Polish nation. Among the founders and leaders of this Union
belong individuals like the following: Mrs. Curie-Sklodowska
the world famous discoverer of the radium and the first woman
to reach in rrence the highest scientific honors, Dr. Mots,
one of the bert known Puris physicians, Dr. Н. Gierszynski,
a veteran of the Revolution of 1865 anc & man known and res-
pected throughout Europe, the weli-known French engineer Mr.
Lipkowski. All these people are French citizens and are, ac-
cording to Mr. Dmowski's statement (See Doowski's memorial in
the "Wici", issue No. 53, 1917) thèse "frenctireurs so-called
by some representatives 'of the French Government, and have th
greatest influence here, have sccess everywhere and possess a
good opinion", These words, uttered by Kr. Dmowski, мире;];
the bitterness of & men who jointly with his friend Palts /»,
gained by their sctivities nothing but "bad opinion" all 042»

/ oy, Shover Poland, / во ’Wf/

 

 

,, "Yee%I beg to call your attention Captain, to the „у
that the Union of the Polish Democrate in Frence has not met
with any persecution on the part of the French Government be-
cause of their so pronounced attitude taken against that army

/
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that was formed in their own adopted country, The Intelligence
Department may easily obtain from the French GOvernment all the
necessary information concerning said Union end the respective at-
titudes taken on thematterat issue by Mme. Curie-Sklodowska and
Messrs. Motz, Lipkowski and others, and their standing in the
eyes of the public opinion in France and of the French Government.

The same attitude was teken by the Convention of the Po-

lish Democrats in Petrograd and Moscov. The same attitude was
also taken by the entire democracy of Polund. This attitude may

be defined by the following formula:

The sovereign rights of a nation belong everywhere to

the nation as a whole and not to a portion of that nation, re-

gardless of the fact as to what the character of any portion of

thet nation might be. The nation delegates its sovereign rights

and prerogatives to representatives of its executive authority,

delegates clected by the nation itself, To the foremost pre-

rogatives of & nation belong the army and the use of that army.

The Polish army in France which was nothing but a po-
litical part of the Russian Embassy in France, hes no right to
the appellation of a POlish army nor any right to & Polish flag,
both attributes belonging exclusively vo the nation. All Poles
are however in favor of increasing the force of the Anti-German
coalition in order to secure en absolute victory over Germany and

Austria. i

FOR THIS REASON THE POLES ARE PREPARED ТО SUPPORT THE
FORMATION OF VOLUNTEER DETACHMENTS OF POLES UNDER THE FLAG OF
EITHER AWERICA OR FRANCE, OR GREAT BRITAIN OR ITALY, AND UNDER
THE SAME CONDITIONS AS THE FOREIGN LEGION OF FRANCE. THUS THE
PRINCIPLE OF THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE NATION WOULD NOT BW INFRING-
ED UPON AND THE POLES WOULD AT TH} SAME TIME HAVE THE OPPORTUN-
ITY OF PARTICIPATING, WITHOUT VIOLATING THE SOVEREIGN RIGHT OF

THE POLISH NATION, TO THE PORKATION OF AN ARMY OF ITs OWN, IN Тик

STRUGGLE AGAINST PRUSSIAN MILITARY AUTOCRACY,

An example to the Poles might be in this connection the
AMERICAN VOLUNTEERS, WHO PARTICIPATED SO NUMEROUSLY AND NOBLY IN
THE WAR ON THE SIDE OF THE ALLIRS PRIOR TO AMERICA ENTERING THE
WAR, THBSE VOLUNTEERS DID NOT FORM ANY AMERICAN ARMY UNDER THE
STAR SPANGLED BANNER, BUT THEY DID NOT HESITATE TO SERVE UNDER
THE FLAGS OF FRANCE OR OF CANADA. THESE VOLUNTEERS SHOWED THE
GREATEST POSSIBLE RESPECT FOR THE SOVEREIGN RIGHTS OF THEIR NA-
TION, AND AT THE SAME TIM} THEY FOUGHT IN THE DEFENSE OF CIVILI-

ZATION. WHY SHOULD THE POLES HAVE AN INFERIOR CONCEPTION THAN

THE AMERICANS OF THE RIGHTS OF THEIR NATION? г

===000===
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Question 6: Are you and your sssociates willing to actively

urge the passage of & resolution by the proper authorities

of the K.0.N. declaring your support of the Polish National

Committee in Paris, which has been officially recognized by

the Allies and our State Department? De you dispute the

authority of the Polish Netional Committee to speak for the

Polish Nation? $

Answer; I dispute the authority of the Polish Na-

tional Committee in Paris, for the following reasons:

1. The Committee in Paris originated as & continuation

of the National Committee of Petrograd, which consisted of a

group of men, belonging for the most part to the reactionary, na-

tional democratic party, THESE MEN WERE NOT ASPIRING AT ALL 70

AN INDEPENDENT POLAND, as is best proven by their telegram ad-

dressed to Grand Duke Nicholas Nicholajovitsch, on August 15, 1914,

in which telegram these men demanded that POland be united under

the "SCEPTRE OF HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY, NICHOLAS II", AND IN WHICH

THEY REQUESTED THAT "THEIR LOYAL SENTIMENTS AS SUBJECTS BE SUB-

MITTED AT THE STEPS OF THE TRRONE OF HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY AWD

SOVEREIGN LORD®. From among the members of the present Commit-

tee of Paris, this telegram so DEVOID OF ANY HUMAN AND NATIONAL

DIGNITY, was signed by ROMAN DMOWSKI, KOZICKI AND MAURICE ZAMOY-

SKI. Thus these gentlemen destroyed the tradition of Poland's

strugeles for independence and ELIMINATED THEMSELVES ENTZRELY FROM

ALL AND ANY PATRIOTIC LIFE.

2. These gentlemen at that time DID NOT DEMAND ANY FOR-

MATION OF A POLISH ARMY, They limited themselves io the attempt

of forming & Polish Legion on the side of Russia. They met with

HATRED AND CONTEMPT ON THE PART OF THE ENTIRE POLISH PEOPLE, who

saw in their pro-caarist policy an ABDICATION ON THE PART OF THB

POLISH NATION FROM THE LATTER'S RIGHT TO INDEPENDENCE, 'The name

of Mr, Roman Dmowski became the object of hatred among the true

democrats of Poland.

3. Mr. Dmowski's debut on the arena of international

politics took place in London, where at an official dinner in |

the Russian Embassy, the Czar's Ambassador, Benckendorff, intro=,

duced Mr. Dmowski to the British statesman as a Russian states=) ›› не

man, Hence the British press wrote about Mr. Dmowski's lectur@g/; /

at Cambridge as of lectures delivered by & "Russian". w „Yap /

  

%,
3. The Nationel Committee of Paris e as organized mein=

ly as stated by Mr. Dmowski himself in his memorial addressed to
the Inter-Party Club (See "Wici", 1917, page 1084, of the collec-
tion of the issues of that publication for the year in question),
"In order to nullify the harmful work of certain Poles, who have
the greatest influence in France". THOSE CRIMINALS FOR THE RUN-
NING DOWN OF WHOM IT WAS NECESSARY TO FORM A "MINISTRY OF WAR AND
OF STATE", WERE: Mrs. Curie-Sklodowska, Messrs., Motz, Ciersaynski
and Lipkowski. These people were dangerous for the reactionaries
of Dmowski's type as some of these dangerous people were for a
long time in intimate relations with the leader of the French de-
mocracy and now prime-minister of Trance, Mr. George Clemenceau, 382
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5. This Committee has no right to represent the Polish
nation as the Polish nation did not appoint sadd Committee, but on
the contrary almost everywhere denied to the latter confidence and
respect. The very fact that one of the members of this Committee,
Mr. Erasm Piltz, is a man who was bleckballed as a candidate for
membership in the Association of POlish Journalists in Warsaw,
is sufficient proof that the Polish nation cannot possibly give
its sanction to & Committee, among the members of which is & man
Whose nume was mentioned by Burcew in the list of the members of
the Czarist Ochrans. I beg to enclose a memorial of the same
man, Piltz, addressed to the Russian Ochrena and an issue of the
"Wici" with passages translated into English, from which mater»
isl you may see as to the political Opinions enteriained by this
alleged co~incumbent of the portfolio of a Polish Minister of
War and of State,

6. Although Mr. Dmowski claims thet he has the backing
of the entire POlish nation, this claim is absolutely
ed by any act or document. Last yeer he lost the remoinder of his
adherents by the secession of the gentry of Lithuania under the
leadership of Meysztowiez and of the Polish gentry of Ruthenia
under the leadership of Pulaski, a descendant of the American Re-
volutionary General of that name. He has not m ot the backing
of any one but the remainder of the politically bankrupt nation-
el democratic party. The very conception of the ministry of war
end of state that is not recognized by the nation nor appointed
by the national executive authority and heving among its members
the most esteemed Mr. Fronczak of Buffalo, s Mejor in the Amer-
ican army, constitutes the acme of ignorance in matters of legaland political nature, The ministry of war and state and there»
fore a portien of the executive authority of the state which Чholds in its hands the most Amportent prerogatives of national »sovereighty, has therefore among its members a citizen of a ma]?eign country!

yr |

  Think for yourself, Captain, what the Americans wsay in case some one tried to ridicule America by cleiming thata Pole, MF, Paderewski, was a member of the American cabinet !How could anybody treat so contemptuously the conceptions of theAmericans as to the sovereign rights of America and as to theNational representation,. Why should we therefore be compelled totreat the political rights of Poland in & burlesque-like way?

7. The Cubans and even the Philippinog had their ownYuntas and ministries of war and state outside f the territoryof their respective countries. BUT THEY WERE BACKED BY \ WHE CON-SENT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NATIONS. In Poland, however, "thereis no sanction of this National Committee of Paris; on the con-trary there is a distinct HOSTILITY AGAINST THE

tative of the Franco-POlish Wilitary Mission in America, Mr. Gas-For this reason too Nr. Sosnowski, who while not a mem-
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ber of the Polish National Defense Committee, is however cooperat»
ing with us in many matters,rejected a seat in this Committee
when offered one by Mr. Paderewski. Fighting against Prussian
autocracy we could not possibly at the same time support the
self-appointed Polish autocracy. It was for this very same
reason that the Allies did not recognize the authority of Gener-
al Horvath in Siberia, although this General accomplished from
the military point of view more for the cause of the Allies than
could ever possibly be accomplished by an entire army composed of
bothing but Dmowskis and Paderewskis. The Allies were perfect-
ly justified in avoiding the possibility of an objection on the
part of the Russians that they were supporting a government that
originated in an undemocratic way. Way therefore should an
exception be made for Poland, and why should the latter be com-
pelled to recocnize self-appointed rulers of the Dmowski type?

9. ne American G9vernment recognized the Czecho-
Slovak Committee and by doing so acted justly and wisely. THIS
COMMITTEE WAS ALL THE TIME IN COMMUNICATION WITH THE CZBCHS IN
BOHEMIA, The Czechs in Bohemia and abroad acted in accord with
one and the same idea and a UNIFORY PLAN. This is proven by
facts. At a signal given from a central authority manifestations
began in Bohemia against the Austrian authorities, the bishops in
Bohemia recognized the independence of Bohemia, Czech troops in
Russia attacked the Bolsheviki while at the same time Mr. Masaryk
appeared in America and secured the recognition on the part of
America and of the Allies for the Czecho-Slovaks.

What did Mr. Dmowski do? BY his party polities,by his
relations with the Russian reactionary party he destroyed the pos-
sibility of forming in Russia an immense Polish Legion of 700,000
men, produced a split among the Polish immigrants in America, by
throwing at the democratic elements among these immigrants the
hideous suspicion of pro-germanism, and subjected the Poles in
Americato the absolute domination of the Catholic clergy throuch
the Convention at Detroit, thus switching the centre of grav-
ity of the Polish cause beyond the territory of America through
the resolution of said convention which recognized the National
Committee of Paris, Now he endeavors by all possible means to
bring about a complete break between Poland and the Allies by pre-
senting constantly all POles as pro-Germans, What is really
the object of this policy so ill-boding to the Allies and to Amer-
ica as well?

p

  

=--000===

Question 7. Is it not a fact that the majority of Poles in ""-
ol are in accord with the policies of the POlish Nation-

al Committee? If your answer is "No" to the foregoing ques-
д tion, state the facts on which you base your conclusions
% to the contrary,  

  

we \ Answer: The Polish National Defense Committee endeavor-
vdegr/e) repeatedly to bring about an understanding. A proof thereof

394
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consists of various documents which are attached to the present,
tp wit:

А. Terms of an agreement suggested by the Polish National
Defense Committee and rejected by MY. Paderewski on October 12,
1917. Detailed information on this subject may be obtained from
the then representative of the National Committee and of Dr.
F. I. Drobinski, residing at 697 Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
(telephone South 2115), who recognized the correctness of the con-
ditions as set forth by us, but Messrs, Paderewski and Smulski
prevented any understanding to be reached.

В. Th: letter of the Polish National Défense Committee

addressed to the representative of the Union of Russian Citizens
and the letter addressed by this representative to Captain Uter-

hart.

C. The letter of the Polish National Defense Committee ad-
dressed to Mr, Dmowski.

Messrs. Pederewski and Dmowski are avoiding by every
means any meeting with the leaders of the Polish National Defense
Committee and are preventing any understanding et all, spreading
at the same time the information that it was the Polish National
Defense Committee that prevented any coming to a mutual understand-
ing. Isn't this some food for thought?

I am reiterating for this reason our opinion as ex-
pressed before, that the American Government should ask both par-
ties to meet in a common conference. NOt that we want the Ameri-
can Government to act the part of some sort of a peace-maker be-
tween quarreling Poles -- by no means. We are demanding this as a
war necessity, because only by a simultancous hearing on the mat-
ter as to what each of the parties is able to contribute to the
common cause, of what connections it was disposing in Poland and
in what way the thirty millions of Poles could be brought in as
one of the factors in the dynamics of the war, could be drafted
the plan for the future tactical and strategical action on the
Eastern front and could be prepared a concentric attack against
the Germans,

We are not demanding anything beyond what the Americans
end the Allies have done with regard to Czejkowski's regime in
Arch. elsk and with regard to the coup d'etat as attempted by
Tehaplin, We demand only what we are authorized to demand by
President Wilson himself in his last address, when we ask "to
clear the world for common understanding", and we are "the plain _
workaday people, which is still demanding" of the leaders of chg .
Paris Committee as to what their authority was, what their ob- \% . -
jects were and way they avoided any discussion with us just \ вas the owl is flecing sunlight, and they they refuse to have any \direct contact with Poland, and to subsequently use this contact >for the interest of America and of the Allies and in behalf ofthe victory of Democracy,

 

365  
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But Mr. Paderewskits party did not agree with our point

of view. They considered our Program dangerous to the interests
of their group. Mr. John Smuleki, of Chicago, in his speech at
the Detroit Convention, condemned our endeevors in the follow»
ing words;

"The foremost men of this group schemed among them»selves a conspiracy against our entire patriotic work in

Polish bureau, composed mostly of the leaders of the organi-zation that is hostile to us. The entire proposition wasvery cleverly schemed but one of the prominent Americans,whom they wanted to gain for their purposes, hesitated in thelast moment, obtained some more detailed information aboutthese peoples and having secured it, refused to support them,One of the more prominent Senators expressed himself withregard to the continued calumnies made by these men against
their own fellow-countrymen, that: 'he had never encounteredin his life before a similar rottenness, '"

(Dziennik Zwiezkowy-Zgode, Thursday, August 29,1918)

===000-==

Question 8: State the program of the K.0.N. at present end yourreasons for believing this program is more beneficial in theinterest of the Allied cause than the Program of the otherPolish organizations to which you are opposed.

Answer: Through our first memorial to the President,written and sent on Jul 4th, 1915, at our convention in Buffalowe were the first to pu € po question upon the order ofthe day in the then neutral countries, and we were first to callattention to the enormous and decisive part, that the UnitedStates were to Play in the present war. We became the post ofPoland's interests in America and we pointed to the strict

 

tion of interests of both nations.
/ St

/ poo MtHere are some excerpts from that memorial; > "Wi
 

(New po"We all, as American citizens, gathered from all

-

---States of the Union, most solemnly declare our readiness tosacrifice our lives in case an armed force attacks America,OR ATTEMPTS 7o ASSAIL IN ANY WAY THE ORGANIE LAWS AxD RIGHTS

38
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OF THE NATION. At the same time we hereby testify to our ap-

preciation and approval of the words in which you, Mr. Presi-

dent, have described the character and the guiding princi-

ples of the United States..... Together with you we agree that

the oath of allegiance of an American citizen is an oath of

ALLEGIANCE TO A GREAT IDEAL, TO A BODY OF PRINCIPLES, ТО A

GREAT HOPE OF THE HUMAN RACK. The American people always did

do now and always will strive to secure to. other nations .

those benefactions of peace which they themselves enjoy so

much. They will not shut themselves in egoistical весійніоп",

Remember that we were writing this at & time, when no-

body in America was yet foreseeing the entrance of America into

the war. President Wilson was the only man who understood the

weight of coming events and was preparing American minds to play

that great non-egoistic part, which America plays presently

with such dignity on the front in France.

Further we wrote:

"Consequently in the first place we should perse-

vere that THOSE PRINCIPLES 70 WHICH AMERICA OWES ITS HAPPI-

NESS AND ITs PEACE SHOULD BE THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF EURO-

PEAN LIFE AS WELL THAT THE GUARANTEE OF A PERMANENT PEACE

THE FREEDOM AND THE INDEPENDENCE OF ALL TH® NATIONS, THAT

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLES, FOR THE PEOPLES AND BY THE

PEOPLES SHOULD BE INVIOLABLY SECURED IN THEPEACE TREATIES.

Neither Russia, Prussia nor Austria will advocate the rights

af Poland at the peace congress. ONly the great American Re-

public, which itself was born from the struggle with despot»

ism and force, can reise this important question,"

Mark that we were writing this at the them when the

camp of Mr. Paderewski with its irresponsible artist at its head

was in ecstacy on account of the "DIVINE FEELING OF PITY OF RUS-

SIANS TOWARS POLES"; when Mr, Paderewski was inviting the great-

est enemy of Poland, the true servant of THE TSAR, IZWOLSKI,

TO BE CHAIRMAN OF гбцвн COMMITTEE IN PARIS; when the publi-
cations of that camp were reeking with EULOGIES FOR THE TSAR
AND NICHOLAS NICOLAYEWITCH; when everybody in the world was looking
upon her government as inefficient and egoistic. We were first to
understand that the contrary is the truth, We foresaw the defeat
of Russia, the decline of monarchism through the world, AND THE
WORLD-LEADERSHIP OF AMERICA, .

/ A;
our position has been defined by a certain French par-),

tisan of Russia of the tsar, Mr. Henry Grappin, as "DELIRIOUS' ?>,"
AMERICANISM" (Americanieme delirant) in his pamphlet against", //

K.0.N. published in the tsarophile Revue of Paris, edited by a N°
Warsaw Jew Finckelhaus, known in Paris as JeanFinot. (15 Dunn-\\" /
ber, 1917, volume(XX, pages 514-537). This gentleman attributes
uite a satanic power to the Polish Committee of National De-
ense. BUT HE CONCEDES AT THE SAME TIME THAT THE LEADERS OF

K.0.N, UNDERSTAND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF AMERICAN PEOPLE; IT IS HIS Po-

387
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LITE WAY TO EXPRESS HIS DISPLEASURE WITH AMERICAN IDEALS.

We state here once more, that we drew the plan of policy

of K.0.N, for the coming years of the war already in the middle of

1915.

We cannot hew our way to Poland, We cannot fight for

Poland in Poland. But on the other side we not only can, but it

is as well our DUTY TO FIGHT IN THE RANKS OF THE WATION OF WHICH

WE ARE A COMPONENT PART, AND WHICH IS WIGHTING FOR THE SAME ORGAN-

IZATION OF THE WORLD, AS WE DO, AND WHICH GIVES TO POLAND AN IN-

DEPENDENT AND DOMINANT PLACE IN IT.

WE MUST CONTRIBUTE WITH ALL OUR POWERS 10 THE INCREASE

OF AMERICA'S STRENGTH, ТО HER WORLD'S LEADERSHIP, TO HER MILITARY

VICTIRY OVER GERMANY AND OVER ALL TEAT COULD EVER BE IN THE WAY OF

VICTORY OF THE IDEA OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

THIS WAR CANNOT BE ENDED WITH A COMPROMISE, EVERY GOM-

PROMISE NEEDS PAYING MEDIUMS, THIS MEDIUM WOULD BE POLAND, RUS-

SIA AND OTHER COUNTRIES SELECTED ALREADY VOR DISMEMBERMENT.

The nin of the Polish Committee of National Defense is

clear.

OUR MOTTO IS: THROUGH AMERICA FOR POLAND AND HUMANITY,

THIS MOTTO HAS BEEN VOICED ON AMERICAN SOIL BY THE FIRST POLISH

POLITICAL REFUGEE, PULASKI:

WWHEREVER PEOPLE PIGHT FOR FREEDOM, THEY FIGHT FOR

POLAND. "

 

Question 9: What has the K.O.N. and its members been doing to

support the Allied war program?

Answer: The Polish National péfense Committee had

still prior to the present war the same program as the Allies have

at present, to wit; victory of Democracy and government of the

people by ім people and for the people. During all the time of
our activity we were educating the masses of the Polish people
«long these lines through publications, books and lectures. We
conducted a propaganda in behalf of an absolute surrendering of
ell of our resources to America for the purpose of helping the
materialization of the Wilson Doctrine of the world-leadership of
America, If anybody would undertake the trouble of verifying this

SS
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statement of ours, he would find that the very names of these twomottes, to wit: the "Wilson Doctrine" and "world-leadership ofAmerica" first saw daylight on the pages of "Wici", the officialpublication and mouthpiece of the Polish National Defense Com-mittee, We co-operated vhole-heartedly in the state registra-tions for war purposes. We have in our possession a letter of
thanks and appreciation of our services from the Mayor of Wew YorkCMR the late John Purroy Mitchel, and from others. THIS OURACTIVITY WAS DISCONTINUED As A RESULT OF DENUNCIATIONS MADE AGAINSTUS BY MR. PADEREWSKI'S PARTY, AS MR. PADEREWSEI WAS AZ ALL TIMESANTAGONISTIC TO THESE OUR MoTros MENTIONED ABOVE.

With danger to our own personal interests, to our goodreputation and even toour personsl liberty, we endeavored and willcontinue to do so, to convince the American authorities of the
necessity of:

1. Organizing & special department for matters Polishin connection with the United States Government, a departmentwhich would call upon experts from both perties, who would sup-ply to the said State Department information on Polish matterswhich are not party or faction matters;

2. Dispatching of an American Mission, as we demandedin our memorial of August 3 1917, which we submitted to the De-partment of State, which lesion would have to establish rela-tions with the Poles in Poland.

   

  

Ture
HIL/Es ,?

|%

Question 10. Are you and your associates willing to publish inyour officiel organs and urge the publication in other ра-pers in which your organization has influence, counter pro-paganda to be furnished tham by the Committee on Public In-formation, properlytranslated from the English into the Po-lish language?

===000===

Answer: The answer to this question isof course inthe affirmative, since the Polish National Degense Committee al-ways endeavored and will continue to do Bo, to co-cperate alongthese lines.

The Polish National Defense Committee is ready to co-operate with the United States Government in the following in-stances, where we deem our help to offer possibilities of being ofmaterial advantage;
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(A)

,

Activities;

(1) Liberty Loan Campaign;

(2) Red Cross Drive;

(3) War Savings Stamps;

(4) Organization to wkd American soldiers of Polish descent"Over There" and their families in America;

(5) In case of a Slavic Exposition in Siberia in whichthe Polish Army will cooperate, we wish to help through propagandaand encouragement of recruiting to raise a maximum force so as toreconstruct & formidable eastern front against the Teutonic Power;

(6) To act as interpreter in settling disputes which arisebetween Government officers and the Polish people in all phases ofpresent military situstion, owing to lack of knowledge on eitherside of the other tongue;

(B) Educational Work:

(1) We wish to cooperate with the Department of Interior toteach the Poles the English language;

(2) Spread propaganda in order to increase public schoolattendance;

(3) To establish social centers for the Polish people such aslibraries, public parks, gymnasiums, etc,

(4) To give lectures on American history, American constituetion, rights and duties of citizenship, evolution of democraticideas, "Wilson Doctrine", moral and mental uplift of mankind, inPolish, for adult immigrants.

on effectively must be formulated sccording to a responsible plan,and it is very important that universal harmony with the respec=tive departments of the Government and the central Polish NationalDefense Committee exist.
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8 [і POLAND'S TERRITORIAL CLAIMS

In presenting and defending our territorial cleims we

 

must bear in mind three main points, viz: (a) what we might clam;

(b) whet we should claim, and (c) whet we must claim.

(a) As to whet we might claim or the historical points

as a basis, we must go back to the first partition of Poland in

1772. Assuming the territory of the Polish Commonwealth as it

exsisted before the first pertition as a point of departure we

would by pressing our claim to all of Poland's possessions come

in confìiet wit h theprinciple of nationality, the only just ex- -

Метелёвand the very one on which we bese our own claim to unity,

liberty and independence.

Polend, prior to the first perition, held territories

which, while politically pert end parcel of the Polish State, were

foreign to Pol:nă geographically as ,??3é.……ă?…s£££9££m3£âuîc
№№

Acquired by conquest or covenent, they belonged to the body politic

of Polend until detached with other perts in the times of the

pertitions. We hove in mind in this commection the eastermost

as well as the north-essternm possessions of Poland, for instance,

the provinces (paletinates-in old Polish administrative parlsnce)

of Vitebsk, Folotsk, Mscislv und Mohylev.

The Polish element in these districts represemted by

orners of large estates who were high dignitaries of tne State

or of the Church, and by the gentry wes too smell when compared

with the bulk of the indigenous pessent population to put an in-

  

delible stamp of Polonism on these lands. Hence, our claim to

them, while historically velid, could not be vindicated nowadays
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in view of the evolution of the ides snd theory of nationalism. If,

at the time of Polond's first partition, only those territories had

been dotsched from the body politic of the Commonwealth, which the

latter for the above reasons could have afforded to lose without

serious damage to its prestige as & state and its vitality as a pol-

itical organism, such a surgical operation might, while peinful, have

strengthened, so to say, the reel body of Poland. Unfortunstely, the

---coesaniceiaereesettima

pertitioning powers grabbed besides some essential parts of Poland,

 

snd thus initisted a procedure of mutilation which could not but

terminate eventually in death of Polend's political organism,

As to Gdansk (Dantzig) West Prussia and the Polish littoral

on the Baltic, conditions are somehow different. There a reversed

situation obtained, the bulk of the population was Polish by nation-

ality, while the moneyed class of landholders, and in Gdansk the

merchants and shipowners, were of Germen netionality. The tfeditions

of the Hansa, of which Gdansk was a member, were at all times slive

in that city and the loyelty of thet city to the Polish state wes not

to smell an extent csused by relstively better conditions sfforded

to is business life in a weak and easy-going Poland then in strong

end centrelistie Prussia. In Fast and West Prussia never anything
 

else but a fief of the Polish Crown, ss well as in Courland and Pol-

ronieowocOOOwrote

ish Livonia, which lends from the Polish Baltic littorel, the German

element, represented by the nobility and landowners recruited from

among former members of the seculerized Order of the German Knights,

snd of the Order of the Knights of the Sword (in Livonia) was strong

enough to impress a distinct German stomp on those territories, not-

withstending the fect that the peasant populetion (Letts, Ksszube,

_nazurians, etc) were not German.

 

S */
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3.

As to Silesia, that once Polish land became detached from

the mein body of Poland at the close of the XIV and the beginning

of the XV century, through our shortsightedness. Bordering close

on Germeny, Silesia underwent the process of Germanization much

 Onlymore thoroughly then a

 

other province held by Prussis.

    
economicallydependentandweak,resis-

‚себ. complete denstionalization through a passive resistance which

is characteristic of oppressed peoples, who, while economically

exploited by their foreign masters, humilisted ard held in cont empt

by the ruling cless, end persecuted, cling to the netionality or

religion as the case may be, of their forebears as a sign of sil-

ent snd grim protest against oppression.

Being too far away from her mother=lend, Silesiacould herd=
MA zumanonimi nes merescanocecenicerea ses чоти

ly come into consideration for being reclaimed by us for Poland.

seete tniOOeprentirenennennn

rune

Although under the influence of a socislistic propaganda there was
€ gocielistie

in the last few decades an awakening of the Polish national spir—

to precl de any pos-

вњшзу of that province being rogained by us. Germany's hold on
     

that land is. so strong and so menifold that the Polish element,

not sufficiently strong from the economie point of view, cannot

very well redeem that land for Poland.

Such were the conditions when the partitions of Polend,

consummeted in 1772, 1793 end 1795/6 respectively, detached these

territories from Polend the letter being slso disrupted by her

neighbors who first lsid their hends on those border lands.

Conditions have since become worse rether then better.

In White and Black нишана or Russia, Volhyniaад; Podo„la,the

 

сетевое

Polish elemeät‘mfiwäwäàçgâgentryandaristocraoLnas not

able to prevent the steady, «lthough slow pushing-out process put
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into operation by Russic, end exercised under high pressure

without shrinking from violence, forcible proselytism in be-

helf of the Greek-Orthodox Church colonizstion by Russian peas-

ants. This steady eni unrelenting pressure had its way in the
rene

course of little over & century, and reduced the Polish element

end its importance as well ss its absolute and relstive strength

to a considerable extent.

In the northern provinces of the former Poland (Gdansk

Dantzig, Best and West Prussia) the conditions were even worse.
„cnaac pryszcze

The unprecedented development of Germany slong lines of econom-

 

ic and commerciel success, the influx of business end weslth

into Gdansk from Germany end through Germans could not but strength-

en the sboriginsl German element in that city, relegating the

economically dependent end week Polish element (small shopkeep-

ers, artisans, farmers and laborers) into the background. тлі ]

nutiqnalietlc struggle therebecame шзхёеаџинclass struggle,

end the letter became to all intents and purposes, asynonym for

the former. There, too, the oppressed Poles, Mgzurians, Kaszuba.

became members of the opposition perties in the social life of

Prussia and Germany as well, and fought for the national issues

from the perlismentery pletform and under the slogen of social

reforms.

(b) What we should claim. We will snswer this question
in a negative way. [We ehouîâ no? „claimanythingincasewe_

ould. £sînul—î et possessionofe bring uain conflict with the
cecenomenesti

interests of our neighbors, of ourselves, ты: the principle of
wezeer

- nationalism on. Which we ourselves base our imprescriptible cle im \/ -_
W мена \C .

to .umity and independence. In short we should nożaве ung; зву

     

foreign element into our body politic and while some of the ter-
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ritories we would have to forego under these circumstances constit- *

ute a psinful loss to us, either from the historic point of view or

 

for reasons of economic mature, we would ultimately benefit by such I//

a course. We should, under no circumstances, absorb to any extent

тад national element into our body politic unless thet for-

ei gn element does join our state of its free volition, fully con-

scious of the obligetions flowing from such a step, and willing to

be sn integral part end percel'of our so cial end politicel organism.

We cannot afford to mcorpordte foreign elements, the sympathies ofnenza» „___near cecenia

which might make them lean towards Their nelghbours across the bor-
 sec re

der lmo. Such & course would mean tous & дошле danger first, the
sucuri
centrifugal tendencies of those foreign elements, and second, the

 

danger of foreign intervention.

As to the centrifugel tendencies so subversive to both the

political and social, as well ss economic life of a state, we have

ample exemples in our times to mention only élsace-Lorreine, the

Danes in Germany, the Trentino in Austria the Roumanians and Ser-

vians in Hungary, etc. All these ailments of,Germany end manga-

311.398“, the latter in particular, are hereditary ani require & sur-

gicel Voperat ion, which in case of the Hepsburg empire-kingdom is

exceedingly peinful and dengerous. We, however, are in a different

position: we are starting our independent life enew, and can set
sonno

our house in order in such a way That trouoles of the above nature
  

 

We are confronte by the tack of rebuilding whet hes been

destroyed in the hundred years of our triple bondage, and must cons; "%>

 

centrate our entire strength for th…t work, instead of splitting it,
t  

 

  snesneneNn nn я
up into endesvors along lines of national proselytlsm and assimil-

ion, which are con raz-y   theresults of
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which are dubious st best.
 -e

Furthermore, we must avoid at all cost the danger of for-

eign intervention, which is reslly incurred when & foreign element

mmbody politic of a nation. We had experiences

slong that line in the case of the "dissidents" a religious and

national issue at the same time, which eventualiy brought about

the Confederacy of Ber, 1767, snd led to the first partition of

Poland. We must avoid that our neighbours should estaEłłŚŁgm

endeavor to establishso-Called.‘spheres. of mfluenceg; proceed
resezione
with a propegenda of peaceful penetretion in behalf of their con-

  

ationals within our borders. Germeny hed always followed the

policy of protecting Germens living in foreign countries, even

if they be citizens of the letter (Deitscher, Deutscher Grenz-

merkenverein, , Verein sur Foerderung des Feutschthuns im Auslende,

etc). Thus a way was open to Germeny to mingle in the internal

affeirs of neighbouring snd fer outlying countries through social

amd educstionsl sand even religious channels (Lutherverein, Guster

Adolph Verein, all engaged in Protestant and German national prop-

agenda). We cannot permit of becomlrm the sphere of influence
susu --

 

we wantto pre—
мін

t

political, national or euonumic of eny пойми 1
  

serve our dearly refrained mdependence.

Our national energy cannot be wasted for assimilating
geese

   

  

principsl of nation-

l>"ve

  
ornationwmęaąg12,133
«")-M”

ту"

Having thus steted in brosd lines whet our nation sho lă

claim by showing whet we should not claim, it behooves us to state

whet we must claim.

з
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(c) We must claim, in the interest of our national snd pol-

itiesì vitality ell of seogrephical eniethnographicsl Polend.

By this we mesn the Polish lends inhebited since times immem-

crial by the Polish race and in which the letter preserves an over-

whelming or substantial majority or is represented by a percentage

which is potentielly strong enough to develop in spite of the for-

eign element settled in the seme regions.

In our claims we include

1. 411 the strictly Polish provinces held by Prussie (Pos- 

naniaOregardless of the artificial German element colonized there

under the exproprietion or colonizstion laws.

B, All of Galicia without buch pox-+1025of mas?; Galiei' where
 

 

thaH henienpopulation being in overwhelming meJorìty would.

 

rightfully belong to or gravita e towards

 

sieo szoza -

in the process of затим. Lwow (Lemberg) however, mast ba claimed

Singlish :lty Lliwoîlîjggtìonsnotwithstend ing.

Furthermore,

5. All which wes formerly known as Russian Poland, including

the so-celled "readjusted" province of Chelm.

4. The question of Polend heving access to the sez is a prob-

lem peremount to our economic life and development of the country.

It is most doubtful whether Germany will, unless utterly

besten, egree to yiel Gdansk (Dentzig) end its territory to Poland,

and whetner, should this be the case, it would be of benefit to us

to ‹‚сцпіге those lands in view of what we have said above. Access

“"““…WMM»
_

to the ses could be obteined by us incese of a union with шипами |
uv
u

es will be shown in thet connection. imi SN j

 

 

 

A There is, however, another possibility of solving the prob-

  
377.
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flu neutralization of that city and that регионof the Vis-мане oneremaniere rorkoenостанак
Leh will flow th коштиGermante

 

fula w

ive neutrbllzątlon of thet kind is feasible exceeds the scope of
mmwwammmmww

our lines; we may, however, add thet an arrangement like this woulderoare...

have to be entrenched behind some substential gusrentees in order

Whether zn affectопасана им  

not to be reduced, should some contingency arise, to a mere "Scrap

af Paper".

---
! In case of Gdansk remamlnfiainthe hends of Prussia, there is

other posslbllity for Polend having the much coveted access to

the sesl through Nemel in Lithuania, now in Prussian hands. This

Rn

eeeenllclKOSOES sg gsue
solution, however, presupposes a union with Lithuenie, which the

 

Poles end Lithusniens equally desire and which is the only logical

em just arrengement between two nations which for four centuries

lived in a close political union dissolved orly by force brought to

bear from outside.

WTH LITHUANIA.

The historicel besis for a union between Polané and Lithuania

is given in the Covensnt of Lublin of 1569; this Covensnt needs but

few amplifications slong modern lines in order to do justice both

to the nations entering into suchen agreement es well as to the

principle that every nation, race or people should be free ană un-

hempered to determine its own destiny.

The sdvantage of the union will be mutual. For Poland it

will men additional strength, corre@t boundaries and access to the

roy

ну

sea; a market for our industry as Lithusris is less industrislized ,

 

inthan Polend. For lithuenie, the union with Polend will mean perfect,,

safety for national life ană development, strengthening of its status

');Sî'ÿa political unit e resdy and always open merket for her agricultural

295
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products. The two states linked together by a union between equals

will vhile preserving their respective individuslity in their ter-

ritories present to the outside world a single politicel orgenism

strong erough to commend respect of its neighbours and economicelly

s&lf-sufficient erough to exsist.

This union mmst include ell of geographicel and ethnogreph=
Y- --maaacycaosokawc

15:1 Lithuanie with such deductions of territory which are dictated

{пу cagsiñdegegtions of the principle of nationality, of expedie ney

(from the point of view of stretegicsl frontiers, elimination of

foreign end possibly antagonistie elements, etc., etc.) In deter-

mining the territory of Lithuenis we must just ss in the cese of

Polcnd proceed along lines of recisl ond religious distribution.

Religion is among peoples end races the intellectusl development

of which remains still below the commonly adopted stenderd pre-

veiling elsewhere, the pivot around which the life of the people or

rece turms and the conception of the church replaces the conception

of netionslity. This refers in perticuler to such peoples within

geogrephicel Lithuanie who are not members of the Roman Catholic

or Greek Uniste Church, but profess the Greek Orthodox creed. They

will of course gravitete towerds their coreligionists across the

vorder line, and no amount of religious tolerance will possibly

bridge thet sep.

Lithuenie which is Cetholic throughout and the White Russiens

who reside within geographical Lithuania and are either Romen Csth-

clics or belong to the Greek Uniste Church will present no problem -.
N |

from the point of view of religion.
rowy |
Шем)

Politically the Lithusnians, while eegerly anxious to préclsué)

 

>eru their national individuslity are now distinctly pro=Polish.
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Russian influence has in the times preceding the wer endeavored to

sow discord and create an artificial netionslistic Lithuanian move-

ment with a distinct anti-Polish tendency. This movement was short-

lived and took no hold on the large mass of the Lithuanian people

which leerned its lesson et the hends of the Russiens and lately at

those of the Germans.

The Lithusnians know well what would become of them if they

were incorporsted into the Germen Empire under whatever form it be;

the Polish element (18%) slthough the wealthiest ond most intellec-

tual, would be the first to bear the brunt of the Prussian extermin-

ating policy, while the Lithuénians and White Russisnsy because econ-

omicslly less resistent, would very sooh fell into & condition of

practieslly forced lebor in behalf of their German exploiters who

would not shrink from any expedient in order to "penetrate" Lithuania

politically as well as economicelly.

FRONTIERS.

Natural frontiers exsist only in the South where the Gar-

pathiens, running from west to southwest, form a natural boundary

line from Hungary. In the North the cosst line of the Baltic can

form = natural boundary provided Gdansk and its "hinterland" reverts

№№ыт№№№дщм№ч№ттщмд
№

to Poland. In case, however, it should remain in the h ds of

Prusaga, only the L1+huanian coas

 

e of the Baltic could serve

 

see s

as a natural northern frontier o+her~1be, from the estuaryo

чекаehePoz чек *

Werte into the Oder an ertificial boundary line will have to be drawn

   

the

 

as fer as the river system of the Niemen; this line would heve to be

drawn with consideration for ethnogrephical moments, for the prin-

 

ciple of nationality, majority or minority theory.

 

Since rivers по longer represent a feasible border line we

gend»
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heve to fs 11 back on the so-called river systems, that is, the val-

leys of rivers end their tributaries, which present & more logical

basis for racial or political delimitetion: Thus we would have in the

West as a frontier line sgeinst Germany, the river system of the

Werts, which is a right bank tributery of the Oder. In the Fest we

woulă have the river systems of the Dvina, the Dnieper (its right

bank tributaries) ană in the Southeast the river system of the Dan-

iester in its upper course. The frontier line in the Zest could in

certain places follow the present battle line on the eastern war

theatre: this line while not having the attributes of a natural or

strategical frontier follows in general the line of demarcation be-

tween the territories of the former Commonwealth of Polend in which

the Polish element, the Polish spirit and Polish civilization ap-

pesred indelible and where the pessant (indigezous) population them-

selves, are Roman Catholica or Unistes end such territories where

the Polish spirit, element and civilization were not so irresistible

and the Greet Orthodox Church was and is the dominent religious body.

Minorities below a certain percentage to be agreed upon will

have to be sacrificed unless a respportionment and exchange of ter-

ritories on the basis of internetionsl tresties and mutual agreement

of the perties concerned could be reached.

A just and logicel ethnographicel frontier would in the eb-

zence of a strategical or naturel frontier serve the purpose by elim

insting as much as humenly possible ell elements of racial or relig- [;o
/ У

ious friction which could be productive of conflicts. ( fifi/1153

Recapituleting our ideas as to the drawing of frontier lines,

for Poland «nd Lithuania we state thet we want frontiers which will

  

not divide us from but unite us with our neighbours. If the fron-

tier lines are logical and just they will have the latter affect, if
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nd, conflicts are unsvoidable until the conditions are remedied.

Logically drewn frontiers of Poland would give us the entire

river

Asysten". of the Vistuls (except its estuary in case Gdansk remained
sanare

in the hands of musste}; ful'fieî'măfafţpţţîs of the river system of

the Oder (Warta) of `1:1; Dvina, the Dnieper end the Dniester laying

within Polish territory, United by cenals (which undoubtedly will

come into prominence after the wer) with the Oder, the Danube, the

Black Sea and the Beltic, these river systems would constitute con-

venient weterways for our commeréiel expansion.

Za а „V;/Mu)
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